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Abstract—Visible light communication (VLC) combined with5
advanced illumination may be expected to become an integral6
part of next-generation heterogeneous networks. In order to7
mitigate the performance degradation imposed by the intercell-8
interference (ICI), a user-centric (UC) cluster formation technique9
employing vectored transmission (VT) is proposed for the VLC10
down-link system, where multiple users may be simultaneously11
supported by multiple access points (APs). In contrast to the tradi-12
tional network-centric (NC) design, the UC-VT cluster formation13
is dynamically constructed and adjusted, rather than remaining14
static. Furthermore, we consider the critical issue of multiuser15
scheduling (MUS) relying on maximizing the “sum utility” of16
this system, which leads to a joint cluster formation and MUS17
problem. In order to find a practical solution, the original prob-18
lem is reformulated as a maximum weighted matching (MWM)19
problem relying on a user-AP distance-based weight and then20
a low-complexity greedy algorithm is proposed, which offers a21
suboptimal yet compelling solution operating close to the opti-22
mal value found by the potentially excessive-complexity exhaustive23
search. Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed24
greedy MUS algorithm combined with the UC-VT cluster forma-25
tion is capable of providing an average user throughput of about26
90% of the optimal throughput, which is about three times the27
throughput provided by the traditional cellular design in some of28
the scenarios considered.29

Index Terms—Visible light communication, user-centric cluster30
formation, multi-user scheduling, maximum weighted matching.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

O WING to its huge unlicensed bandwidth, high data rate

Q1

33

potential, energy-efficient illumination etc., the research34

of Visible Light Communication (VLC) intensified during the35

past decade or so [1]. As a complementary extension of classic36

radio frequency communications, extensive investigations have37
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been dedicated to the point-to-point transmission and recep- 38

tion techniques in VLC networks [2]–[10], as also indicated 39

by the IEEE 802.15.7 standard ratified for short-range visible 40

light wireless communication [11]. Apart from their multi- 41

fold advantages, naturally, VLC systems also exhibit several 42

potential drawbacks, such as reduced performance in non-line- 43

of-sight scenarios, lack of native up-link support, a confined 44

coverage compared to cellular radio frequency networks etc. 45

Amongst all the design challenges, the performance degra- 46

dation imposed by Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) at the cell edge 47

may lead to dramatic reduction of the Quality of Service (QoS) 48

in a VLC down-link system. As a result, careful VLC cell for- 49

mation becomes crucial, since it is the salient design stage of 50

the entire system design cycle. Traditional designs conceived 51

for VLC cells operating both with and without Frequency Reuse 52

(FR) or fractional frequency reuse planning, have been studied 53

in [12]–[14], where each optical Access Point (AP) illumi- 54

nates a small confined cell. As a further advance, a multi-AP 55

joint transmission scheme relying on Combined Transmission 56

(CT) and Vectored Transmission (VT)1 were also investigated 57

in [12]. In contrast to the above-mentioned Network-Centric 58

(NC) design philosophy, a novel User-Centric (UC) cell for- 59

mation regime was proposed in [15]–[17], where amorphous 60

user-specific multi-AP cells are constructed for jointly trans- 61

mitting data to a single User Equipment (UE)2 by employing 62

CT, which we referred to as UC-CT. By definition, UC design 63

is different from the NC design, where the network configu- 64

ration is fixed, regardless of the tele-traffic. In order to further 65

improve the achievable bandwidth efficiency of the previously 66

proposed UC-CT and to allow each multi-AP cell simultane- 67

ously serve multiple UEs as discussed in [12], we propose the 68

UC-VT-based cluster formation principle in this paper. UC-VT 69

cluster formation may be defined as forming the UC-VT clus- 70

ters, where each UC-VT cluster is served by a set of VLC APs, 71

which simultaneously serve multiple UEs by employing VT. 72

More explicitly, a UC-VT cluster includes a set of APs and UEs 73

as well as the transmission links between them. Note that the 74

previously proposed UC-CT-based cell formation of [15]–[17] 75

1In [12], relying on CT, each individual VLC AP of a multi-AP cell conveyed
the same information on the same visible carrier frequency in their overlapping
areas and served a single user at a time. In order to eliminate the bandwidth
efficiency reduction imposed by CT, Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based VT techniques
were employed for serving multiple users at the same time in the overlapping
area, which will be exemplified in Section II-C.

2A single UE represents a communication device equipped with a VLC
receiver in our down-link VLC system, which could be a smart phone, a
personal computer, a tablet, a printer, etc.

1536-1276 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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may be regarded as a special case of our UC-VT-based cluster76

formation, when only a single UE resides within the coverage77

of the UC-VT cluster.78

When multiple UEs are present in a VLC network, effi-79

cient resource allocation and Multi-User Scheduling (MUS)80

constitutes one of the salient problems, which in fact affects81

all multi-user networks. However, the problem of VLC-based82

networks has remained to a large extent hitherto unexplored83

in the open literature, although recently some valuable studies84

were disseminated in the context of NC single-AP VLC cells85

[18]–[21]. In particular, the authors of [18] proposed a heuris-86

tic scheme for allocating interference-constrained sub-carriers87

in a multiple access VLC system relying on Discrete Multi-88

Tone (DMT) modulation, in order to improve the aggregate89

throughput. The authors of [19] carefully designed a logical90

framework aiming to localize, access, schedule and transmit91

in VLC systems, which was capable of achieving a substantial92

throughput at a modest complexity. However, similar to most93

of the literature studying resource allocation in VLC-based94

systems, both [18] and [19] endeavour to improve the attain-95

able throughput without giving any cognizance to the fairness96

experienced by the UEs. By taking fairness into account, the97

authors of [20] proposed an Incremental Scheduling Scheme98

(ISS), where the global scheduling phase is responsible for99

assigning the resources to the UEs, while the local scheduling100

phase regularly adjusts the resource allocation by backtracking101

the UEs’ movements. Furthermore, the authors of [21] pro-102

posed a Proportional Fairness (PF) based scheduling algorithm103

for a centrally controlled VLC system, which outperformed104

the maximum-rate scheduling policy in terms of balancing the105

achievable throughput against the fairness experienced by the106

UEs. Broadly speaking, most studies of the MUS problem107

encountered in VLC systems are based on single-AP VLC cells.108

By contrast, we are going to tackle the problems of MUS and109

UC-based cluster formation relying on VT.110

Against the above-mentioned background, in this paper,111111

i) we investigate the MUS problem relying on the UEs’ PF112

as a measure by assigning each UE a specific scheduling113

priority, which is inversely proportional to its anticipated114

resource consumption [22] and then maximizing a care-115

fully selected network utility function [23], when jointly116

considering amorphous UC-VT cluster formations for the117

VLC down-link.118

ii) More explicitly, the optimal solution of this joint UC-119

based cluster formation and MUS problem is first found120

by a high-complexity exhaustive search, which may have121

an overwhelming complexity even for a modest-scale122

system. In order to reduce the computational complex-123

ity, the original problem is formulated as a Maximum124

Weighted Matching (MWM) problem and multiple UEs125

are scheduled by solving the Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algo-126

rithm [24]–[28].127

iii) To further improve the grade of practicability, a greedy128

algorithm is proposed, which operates at a consider-129

ably lower complexity, despite taking into account the130

dynamics of the UC-VT clusters.131

iv) Moreover, the computational complexity of both the132

exhaustive search and of the proposed schemes is133

analysed and various cluster formations are evaluated for 134

diverse VLC characteristics, such as the Field-Of-View 135

(FOV), the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) blocking probabilities, 136

the optical AP arrangement, etc. 137

VLC can be considered as a new member in the small-cell 138

family of the Heterogeneous Network (HetNets) landscape for 139

complementing the overloaded radio frequency band [17]. The 140

UC cluster formation principle designed for VLC environments 141

constitutes a novel and competitive design paradigm for the 142

super dense multi-tier cell combinations of HetNets, where 143

the sophisticated UEs can actively participate in cell planning, 144

resource management, mobility control, service provision, sig- 145

nal processing, etc. Considering the large-scale multi-input- 146

multi-output systems for example, the antenna selection scheme 147

or beamforming techniques may be designed in a similar UC 148

manner, according to the UEs’ geo-location and service require- 149

ments. As a result, the UC concept may be expected to become 150

one of the disruptive techniques to be used in the forthcoming 151

5G era [17]. 152

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system 153

model and the UC-VT clusters considered are presented in 154

Section II. Our MUS methodology is described and evaluated 155

in Section III and Section IV, respectively, while dynamically 156

constructing UC-VT clusters. Finally, Section V offers our 157

conclusions. 158

II. SYSTEM MODEL 159

The VLC down-link is considered, which is constituted by a 160

set of VLC APs and each of them relies on an LED array con- 161

structed from several LEDs. The essence of our UC-VT cluster 162

formation is to assign the UEs and optical APs to each other for 163

the sake of maximizing the total utility after employing VT in 164

each of the UC-VT cluster. This procedure is entirely based on 165

the UEs’ specific conditions and thus leads to UC clusters. In 166

this section, we first discuss the optical link characteristics and 167

cluster formation, before investigating how to select the UE set 168

supported by a specific AP set in a multi-user system. 169

A. Link Characteristics 170

Since each UE has a limited FOV, they can only receive infor- 171

mation from the optical APs, when one or more APs reside 172

within the UE’s FOV. According to [29], if the angle of inci- 173

dence ψ from an AP to a UE is less than the UE’s FOV ψF, the 174

optical channel’s Direct Current (DC) attenuation of the LOS 175

path is given by 176

hd = (m + 1)DPA

2πl2
cosm(φ)Ts(ψ)g(ψ) cos(ψ), (1)

where the Lambert index m depends on the semi-angle φ1/2 177

at half-illuminance of the source, which is given by m = 178

−1/ log2(cosφ1/2). Furthermore, DPA is the physical area of 179

the detector’s Photo-Diode (PD), l is the distance between 180

the VLC transmitter and the receiver, while φ is the angle 181

of irradiance. Still referring to (1), Ts(ψ) and g(ψ) denote 182

the gain of the optical filter and of the optical concentrator 183
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TABLE I
VLC PARAMETERS

employed, respectively, while g(ψ) can be written as g(ψ) =184

n2/ sin2 ψF [29], where n is the refractive index of a lens at a185

PD. Furthermore, according to [10], when the incidence angle186

ψ is no larger than the FOV, the channel’s DC attenuation on187

the first reflection is given by188

dhr = (m + 1)DPA

2π2l2
1l2

2

ρd Dwall cosm(φ) cos(β1)

cos(β2)Ts(ψ)g(ψ) cos(ψ), (2)

where l1 denotes the distance between an AP and a reflective189

point, while l2 is the distance between this point and a UE. The190

reflectance factor and the reflective area are denoted by ρ and191

d Dwall, respectively. Additionally, β1 and β2 represent the irra-192

diance angles to the reflective point and to the UE, respectively.193

Our VLC parameter values are summarized in TABLE I.194

B. Cluster Formation195

Following the traditional cellular design principle, each196

optical AP illuminates an individual cell and adopts Unity197

Frequency Reuse (UFR) across all cells, where the ICI is198

imposed by the LOS ray of neighbouring cells and conse-199

quently the UE may experience dramatic performance degra-200

dation at the cell edge. In order to reduce the ICI, appropriate201

FR patterns may be employed as an appealingly simple solu-202

tion, while the system has to obey the classic trade-off between203

reduced bandwidth efficiency and improved cell-edge Signal-204

to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR), when using a FR fac-205

tor higher than one, as investigated in our previous work [12].206

Apart from the single-AP cells, we studied multi-AP merged207

cells, where several neighbouring VLC APs cooperate by208

employing either CT or VT techniques. The above-mentioned209

cell designs, including regular UFR/FR and merged multi-AP210

cells with CT/VT, rely on a fixed cell-shape, regardless of the211

traffic requirements, which are referred to as NC formations. In212

contrast to the fixed-shape NC cell formation designs, the UC213

design philosophy was proposed in [15]–[17], which was capa-214

ble of supporting irregular-shape elastic cell formations that215

were capable of accommodating dynamic traffic requirements.216

By employing CT, each multi-AP UC-CT cell of [15] is only217

capable of supporting a single UE in a specific time slot. In218

order to serve multiple UEs at the same time, we propose the219

VT aided UC cluster formation, which is referred to as a UC-220

VT cluster in this paper. Let us now discuss the model of our221

system in more detail.222

Fig. 1. (a) Layout of the VLC APs and UEs projected on the horizontal plane,
where αi and μ j represent the VLC APs and UEs, respectively. All LOS links
are denoted by dotted lines and for simplicity, the reflections are not shown in
this figure. There are (4 × 4) = 16 APs and 10 UEs. (b) The cluster formation
result provided by Fig. 5d for the VLC system of (a).

Fig. 1a shows the example of a particular VLC down-link 223

network having NA = 16 optical APs and NU = 10 UEs, where 224

all LOS links are denoted by dotted lines and for simplicity, 225

the reflections are not shown. Let us first construct the link’s 226

bipartite graph G(V,E), as shown in Fig. 2a, for the network of 227

Fig. 1a. The vertex set V denoting the communication nodes is 228

divided into two subsets, i.e. the optical AP set VA as well as 229

the VLC UE set VU , where we have 230

V = VA ∪ VU

= {αi |i = 1, 2, . . . , NA} ∪ {μ j | j = 1, 2, . . . , NU }, (3)

with αi and μ j denoting the index of VLC APs and UEs, 231

respectively. Hence, the number of vertices in G is given by 232

(NA + NU ). Furthermore, when a UE can receive data from an 233

AP, either via the direct LOS path or via the reflected path, a 234

link may be established between them, which is said to be an 235

edge, and these two vertices are said to be adjacent. The edge 236

set E represents all possible links between APs and UEs with 237
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Fig. 2. (a) A graph model G(V,E) of the VLC down-link seen in Fig. 1a.
(b) The three independent components of G, i.e. Q1, Q2 and Q3. (c) and
(d) Possible UC-VT cluster formations of the network. In (d), S2,1, S2,2 and
S2,3 are disjoint, but they are regarded as a merged large cluster C2.

one of the endpoints in VA and the other one in VU , which may

Q2

238

be written as239

E = {eαi ,μ j |αi ∈ VA, μ j ∈ VU }, (4)

where eαi ,μ j denotes the link between AP αi and UE μ j . Since240

the placement of the VLC APs is fixed, the edge set is deter-241

mined by the UEs’ specific conditions, such as their FOV,242

position, etc. Therefore, the network graph is said to be UC.243

Still referring to Fig. 2a, the graph G is not fully con-244

nected, since not all pairs of vertices are joined by a path.245

Further scrutiny reveals that G has three independent compo-246

nents, which are said to be partially connected components,247

as explicitly shown in Fig. 2b, marked by Q1, Q2 and Q3.248

There are no adjacent AP-UE vertices amongst these distinc-249

tive components of Q1, Q2 and Q3, which indicates that UEs250

cannot receive data from the optical APs belonging to the other251

components, only from their own. Thus, the ICI is totally elim-252

inated. Explicitly, since none of the individual components is253

affected by the others, the proposed cluster formation algo-254

rithms may be executed within every single component, as it255

will be discussed in Section III. On the other hand, in order to256

simultaneously serve multiple UEs, Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based257

VT techniques are introduced in our system. The underlying 258

principle of ZF-based VT is to totally eliminate the interfer- 259

ence at the multiple AP transmitters, so that all the UEs receive 260

mutually interference-free signals. In general, when employing 261

VT the maximum number of UEs supported in a single time 262

slot should be no more than the number of APs. Hence, the ZF- 263

based VT may not be employed directly by each component in 264

Fig. 2b. For example, the number of UEs is almost twice as high 265

as the number of APs in Q2. Therefore, we eliminate the inter- 266

ference by ensuring that only some of the UEs will be scheduled 267

and we solve this problem by constructing a UC-VT cluster 268

with the aid of the serving APs. There are various options for 269

scheduling the UEs shown in Fig. 2c and 2d, where the UEs 270

denoted by the dashed triangle boundary are not scheduled and 271

the edges denoted by dashed lines are not established during 272

the current slot. Furthermore, the UC-VT clusters formed are 273

denoted by Cn , i.e. by C1, C2 and C3 in Fig. 2c and 2d. Before 274

investigating how to schedule the UEs, let us first discuss the 275

VT within each UC-VT cluster formed. 276

C. Vectored Transmission 277

After scheduling the UEs, each UC-VT cluster is formed, as 278

shown for example in Fig. 2c, where the clusters are denoted by 279

C1, C2 and C3, respectively. Within C1 or C3, only a single UE is 280

supported by a single AP, which is a similar scenario to the reg- 281

ular NC design. However, in order to allow {α10, α11, α7, α6} 282

to simultaneously serve all the UEs {μ2, μ4, μ6, μ7} within 283

C2, we employ Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based VT techniques. More 284

explicitly, we may write the channel’s attenuation HC2 between 285

the multiple APs and UEs within C2 as: 286

HC2 =

α10 α11 α7 α6

μ2
μ4
μ6
μ7

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

h11 h12 0 0
0 h22 h23 0

h31 0 0 h34
0 0 h43 h44

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

(5)

In order to attain mutually interference-free signals at the 287

receivers, the transmitted signals XC2 = [x1, x2, x3, x4] are 288

precoded as (PC2 · XC2) and we may write PC2 = (GC2 · 289

�C2), where the matrix GC2 = H H
C2

· (HC2 · H H
C2
)−1 obeys 290

the ZF criterion for the sake of obtaining an interference-free 291

identity matrix for HC2 · GC2 = I4 and �C2 is introduced in 292

order to satisfy the power constraint. Hence, the ICI can be 293

totally eliminated at the multiple AP transmitters and as a result, 294

all the UEs receive mutually interference-free signals. Let us 295

now elaborate on the VT techniques a little further in general 296

terms and derive the formations of G and �. 297

Each UC-VT cluster Cn is constituted by a set of APs 298

VA,Cn with a cardinality of NA,Cn and a set of UEs VU,Cn 299

with a cardinality of NU,Cn . Let further X t ∈ R
NU,Cn ×1 and 300

Y r ∈ R
NU,Cn ×1 denote the vectors of transmitted and received 301

signals, respectively. Upon using VT, we have 302

Y r = γ · Pt · H · G · � · X t + N, (6)

where γ and Pt denote the Optical/Electronic (O/E) conver- 303

sion efficiency and the transmitted optical power, respectively. 304
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Furthermore, N denotes the noise, while the channel-matrix305

H ∈ R
NU,Cn ×NA,Cn hosts the DC attenuations between the306

NU,Cn UEs and the NA,Cn APs, while the matrix G = H H ·307

(H · H H )−1 obeys the ZF criterion, which hence results in a308

beneficial interference-free identity matrix for H · G = I NU,Cn
.309

Finally, the matrix � is introduced to enforce the per-AP power310

constraints, hence we have311

� = ϕ I NU,Cn
, ϕ = min

i=1,2,...,NA,Cn

√
1

‖G(i, :)‖2
F

, (7)

where G(i, :) is the i th row of G. To elaborate a little fur-312

ther, assuming that we have the per-AP optical power con-313

straint of Pt , the signal transmitted with the equal power314

from the i th AP is ϕ2‖G(i, :)‖2
F . Note that we have Pe =315

πP2
t , when considering the Asymmetrically-Clipped Optical316

OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [8]. Hence, we have ϕ2‖G(i, :)‖2
F ≤317

πP2
t ⇒ ϕ ≤ πP2

t /

√
‖G(i, :)‖2

F . In order to let each AP satisfy318

the power constraint, we have ϕ = mini πP2
t /

√
‖G(i, :)‖2

F , as319

indicated in (7). Furthermore, let us define the SINR as the320

aggregate electronic power over the noise power in a band-321

width of B [MHz] [7] plus the sum of the electronic power322

received from other optical sources in the vicinity. Since the323

corresponding electronic power is proportional to the square of324

the electronic current’s amplitude and both the intra-cluster and325

inter-cluster LOS interferences are mitigated, we may express326

the SINR for a particular UE μ j within the cluster Cn as327

ξ = γ2 P2
t ϕ

2π

N0 B + Ir
, (8)

where Ir is the interference imposed by the reflected light.328

Since the interference power received by the cluster under329

consideration is influenced by the ZF-based VT within other330

clusters, for simplicity, we assume that the interference imposed331

is always equal to its maximum value, which characterizes the332

worst-case situation in our VT cluster formations. Furthermore,333

N0 [A2/Hz] is the noise power spectral density dominated by334

the shot noise Nshot [10] given by N0 ∼= Nshot = q Ia(Pr ) ∼335

10−22, where q denotes the electron charge and Ia(Pr ) is the336

photo-current at the receiver [7].337

Note that there are two popular techniques of construct-338

ing white LEDs, namely either by mixing the Red-Green-Blue339

(RGB) frequencies using three chips, or by using a single blue340

LED chip with a phosphor layer. We consider the latter one,341

which is the favoured commercial version. Although the ter-342

minology of ’white’ LED gives the impression of having all343

frequency components across the entire visible light spectrum,344

in fact only the blue frequency-range is detected. More explic-345

itly, not even the entire blue frequency-range is detected, since346

the less responsive phosphorescent portion of the frequency-347

band is ignored. Hence, the modulation bandwidth is typically348

around 20 MHz, albeit this measured bandwidth depends on349

the specific LED product used. Given this 20 MHz band-350

width, we are now ready to employ ACO/DC biased Optical351

(DCO)-OFDM and partition it into arbitrary frequency reuse352

patterns.353

III. METHODOLOGY 354

Let us now schedule multiple UEs in the VLC system in a 355

PF manner by taking into account our UC-VT cluster forma- 356

tion, which is ultimately a joint UC-VT cluster formation and 357

MUS problem. In this section, we commence with a general for- 358

mulation of this joint problem and then propose an exhaustive 359

search method, which finds the optimal solution maximizing 360

the aggregate utility of the VLC system considered. In order 361

to reduce the computational complexity imposed, the original 362

problem is reformulated as an MWM problem, whose optimal 363

solution is provided by the classic KM-algorithm-based [24] 364

approach. For further simplifying the MUS process, we pro- 365

pose a greedy scheduling algorithm for finding a suboptimal 366

solution for our original joint problem, whilst imposing a sig- 367

nificantly reduced complexity. Note that for simplicity, we only 368

consider LOS links in terms of constructing UC-VT clusters. 369

By contrast, in addition to the LOS component, the effect of the 370

first reflection will also be considered, when calculating both 371

the UEs’ SINR and the achievable data rate, as indicated in (8). 372

However, our algorithm is a generic one, which may be readily 373

applied, when considering the reflected light for UC-VT cluster 374

formation. 375

A. Problem Formulation 376

Our goal is to find the optimal UC-VT cluster formation for 377

maximizing the long-term network-wide utility, while schedul- 378

ing UEs in a PF manner, which is ultimately a joint cluster 379

formation and MUS problem. In order to implement a PF 380

scheduler, the weight of each link between APs and UEs may 381

be defined as 382

ω(eαi ,μ j ) = rαi ,μ j

r̂μ j

, eαi ,μ j ∈ E, (9)

where rαi ,μ j denotes the achievable data rate of the UE μ j from 383

the AP αi during the current slot. Since the SINR ξ experienced 384

by a particular UE is determined by the channel attenuation 385

matrix (5) between the APs and UEs within the cluster, rαi ,μ j 386

should be a function of the cluster formation, which may be 387

written as: 388

rαi ,μ j = f (E′), eαi ,μ j ∈ E′,E′ ⊆ E, (10)

where E′ is the set of established links, after the UEs have 389

been scheduled and the UC-VT clusters have been constructed. 390

Furthermore, r̂μ j denotes the long-term average throughput of 391

the UE μ j , which may be obtained over a time window TF as a 392

moving average according to [30]: 393

r̂ (t)μ j
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
1 − 1

TF

)
r̂ (t−1)
μ j + 1

TF
r (t)αi ,μ j , if scheduled,(

1 − 1

TF

)
r̂ (t−1)
μ j , if not scheduled.

(11)

For a given UC-VT cluster formation {Cn}, the aggregate util- 394

ity may be formulated by taking into account the weight of 395
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each edge, where again, the weight physically represents the396

PF scheduling priority of the link [30], which is formulated as:397

W =
∑

eαi ,μ j ∈E′
ω(eαi ,μ j )

=
∑
αi ∈V′

A

∑
μ j ∈V′

U

rαi ,μ j

r̂μ j

, E′ ⊆ E, (12)

where V′
A and V′

U denote the serving APs and the scheduled398

UEs set, respectively. It is plausible that various UC-VT clus-399

ter formations may lead to different total utility. The maximum400

value of the aggregate utility W may be achieved by find-401

ing the optimal cluster formation. Thus, our problem may be402

described as selecting an appropriate set of edges E∗ from E and403

then forming several UC-VT clusters, which maximizes (12).404

Hence, our Objective Function (OF) may be formulated as:405

E∗ = arg max
E′⊆E

(W ) = arg max
E′⊆E

⎛
⎝ ∑
αi ∈V′

A

∑
μ j ∈V′

U

rαi ,μ j

r̂μ j

⎞
⎠ . (13)

Note that in (13) we focus our attention on the aggregate utility406

of the entire system and do not distinguish, which particular407

APs and UEs belong to which UC-VT clusters. Let us now408

discuss the constraint of (13), from the perspective of a sin-409

gle UC-VT cluster. As mentioned in Section II-B, the number410

of scheduled UEs should not exceed the service capability of a411

cluster employing VT, where again, the maximum number of412

UEs supported is equal to the number of APs. Hence, within a413

single UC-VT cluster Cn we have414

NA,Cn ≥ NU,Cn . (14)

For solving (13) under the constraint of (14) and finding the415

optimal cluster formation, we have to know the weight of all416

edges in E. However, according to (9), the weight ω(eαi ,μ j )417

of a particular link is defined as a function of the data rate418

achieved by one of its endpoints μ j during its reception from419

the other endpoint αi , which can only be determined after all420

clusters have been formed, as briefly introduced in Section II-C.421

To the best of our knowledge, the optimal solution of this joint422

problem may only be found via exhaustive search.423

B. Optimization of the Joint Problem424

Given a VLC network topology having NA optical APs and425

NU UEs, it may be composed of some independent compo-426

nents, for example as shown in Fig. 2b. Note that these naturally427

disjoint components of the network may not constitute the final428

formations of the UC-VT cluster. More explicitly, there is no429

limitation concerning the number of APs and UEs within each430

single component of the network, apart from the fact that within431

a UC-VT cluster the cardinality of the actively served UE vertex432

set should be no larger than that of the AP set, as indicated by433

(14). Each UC-VT cluster should be an independent component434

of the network, where no ICI is imposed on the neighbour-435

ing clusters. Furthermore, each individual network component436

should be connected at the outset, but each may become dis-437

connected and partitioned into several sub-components/clusters438

throughout the process of scheduling the UEs, as shown in 439

Fig. 2d, where S2,1, S2,2 and S2,3 will be regarded as a large 440

merged cluster. 441

Still referring to Fig. 2b, in order to find the optimal cluster 442

formation for maximizing (12), the optimization is performed 443

separately in Q1, Q2 and Q3, which are independent network 444

components. Within Q1, only a single UE μ1 is capable of con- 445

necting with the AP α4, where α4 either supportsμ1 or it will be 446

turned off. Therefore, there are two AP-UE combination scenar- 447

ios for Q1. Within Q2, there are three UEs, i.e. μ2, μ3 and μ6, 448

which are within the coverage of the AP α10. Hence, α10 may 449

either select one of them to support or become inactive. Thus, 450

there are (3 + 1) choices for α10. Similarly, the other APs α11, 451

α7 and α6 have (2 + 1), (3 + 1) and (3 + 1) choices, respec- 452

tively. Therefore, the number of possible AP-UE combinations 453

within Q2 is (4 × 3 × 4 × 4 = 192). Q3 has an easier situation, 454

where the AP α16 may either select one UE from {μ9, μ10} 455

or opts for providing no services. For the entire network of 456

Fig. 2b, the number of possible AP-UE combinations becomes 457

((2 − 1)+ (192 − 1)+ (3 − 1) = 194). Finally, we take into 458

account the undesired scenario, where all APs are out of service 459

by subtracting 1. Generally speaking, our exhaustive search- 460

based approach of finding the optimal UC-VT cluster formation 461

is detailed below. 462462

i) For each separate network component Qm relying on 463

NA,Qm APs and NU,Qm UEs, let Nαi
U,Qm

denote the num- 464

ber of possible links between a certain AP αi with the UEs 465

within its coverage, where i = 1, 2, . . . , NA,Qm . 466

ii) Note that not the entire set of APs has to be active during 467

the scheduling process. In other words, we do not limit the 468

number of active APs or scheduled UEs, when aiming for 469

finding the optimal cluster formation. Thus the concept 470

of a virtual link is introduced for each AP, which theo- 471

retically exists, but it is turned off. Hence, the number of 472

possible AP-UE combinations in Qm may be expressed as 473

NA,Qm∏
i=1

(Nαi
U,Qm

+ 1)− 1, (15)

where we have 1 ≤ Nαi
U,Qm

≤ NU,Qm . Note that in (15), 474

subtracting 1 implies that we have removed the undesired 475

scenario, where all APs are turned off. 476

iii) For each possible UC-VT cluster formation in Qm , the 477

aggregate utility can be calculated and the optimal for- 478

mation associated with the maximum utility is found 479

correspondingly. Since each network component Qm is 480

independent, the optimal cluster formation is separately 481

found in each of them. Hence, for finding the optimal 482

solution of (13) for the entire system, we need to repeat 483

the process of ii) in each Qm . Thus the total number of 484

possible AP-UE combinations is the summation of (15) 485

for each Qm , which may be expressed as 486

∑
m

⎛
⎝NA,Qm∏

i=1

(Nαi
U,Qm

+ 1)− 1

⎞
⎠ . (16)

The number of all possible cluster formations within a single 487

scheduling time slot at a ms-based scale is given by (16), which 488
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is jointly determined by the number of APs (NA,Qm ) and num-489

ber of UEs (NU,Qm ) as well as by the specific distribution of490

the UEs (Nαi
U,Qm

). For a network associated with a low den-491

sity of UEs and a small number of APs, a desirable cluster492

formation solution may be achieved by exhaustively search-493

ing all the possibilities. For example, when 16 APs support494

10 UEs, the optimal association will be found after searching495

∼104 possible cluster formations. However, this search-space496

may become excessive within a time slot at a ms-based scale497

even for a modest-scale network, which makes the exhaustive498

search strategy unacceptable owing to its computational com-499

plexity. For example, as many as ∼107 cluster formations have500

to be searched within a single processing time slot, when there501

are 20 UEs supported by 16 APs. Hence, instead of solving the502

joint problem directly, we update the definition of the weight for503

each link and reformulate the original problem with the goal of504

significantly reducing the complexity, as it will be detailed in505

Section IV.506

C. Distance-based Weight and Problem Reformulation507

In (9), the weight of each link is related to the UE’s achiev-508

able data rate, which cannot be determined before the UC-VT509

clusters have finally been constructed. Our ultimate goal is510

that of finding the optimal cluster formation based on the sum511

weight attained by appropriately scheduling the UEs, as indi-512

cated by (13). In other words, the cluster formation and MUS513

problems were originally coupled. Hence, we opt for simplify-514

ing the original problem by adopting a deterministic weight for515

each AP-UE link. Thus, the maximization of the sum weight516

may be realized before the UC-VT clusters are constructed,517

and as a benefit, the joint cluster formation and MUS problem518

becomes decoupled.519

As mentioned in Section III-B, the weight of each link520

between the AP and the UE is non-deterministic, which is influ-521

enced by how the UC-VT clusters are constructed, while the522

optimal cluster formation solution is determined by maximiz-523

ing the sum weight of all the scheduled links. Hence, we opt for524

bypassing the non-deterministic weight assignment and instead,525

we opt for selecting active links according to their optical chan-526

nel quality, which is significantly affected by the UE’s position,527

according to (1). We directly adopt each UE’s position informa-528

tion for determining the weight of each link and introduce a new529

weighted bipartite graph Gd(V,E), which is constructed based530

on the original graph G(V,E) and they have the same vertex and531

edge sets. However, the weight of each edge is redefined as532

ωd
(
eαi ,μ j

) = 1/ l3
αi ,μ j

r̂μ j

, eαi ,μ j ∈ E, (17)

where lαi ,μ j represents the distance between the AP αi and the533

UE μ j . Given that the APs are fixed, the weight is determined534

by the specific position of each UE μ j . It can be readily seen535

from (1) that the VLC links having a shorter length have a better536

channel quality. Therefore, the weight is inversely proportional537

to the distance and thus the links associated with better channels538

have a higher weight. Note that if the UE μ j is too far away539

from the AP αi , namely μ j is not within the coverage of αi , it540

is reasonable to assume having ωd
(
eαi ,μ j

) = 0.541

Our problem becomes that of selecting a subset of links E∗
d 542

having a better channel quality, and along with their endpoints 543

they represent our UC-VT cluster formation. In general, within 544

a UC-VT cluster, multiple APs serve multiple UEs and there 545

may not be a one-to-one relationship. Nonetheless, in the first 546

MUS step, we could select the one-to-one AP-UE pairs accord- 547

ing to their distance-based weight, where the serving APs and 548

the scheduled UEs are determined. Then, in the cluster for- 549

mation step, the cluster may be constructed by adding other 550

possible links between the selected AP-UE set. Thus the MUS 551

and cluster formation problem is decoupled and solved sepa- 552

rately. Note that in the MUS step, a specific set of the links 553

between all the AP-UE pairs, which do not share the same AP 554

or UE, is said to represent independent edges and they con- 555

stitute a matching M defined over the graph. For example, in 556

Fig. 2b we have 6 AP vertices plus 10 UE vertices as well as 557

14 edges. In order to construct a matching, 6 UEs are selected 558

and each of them matches a specific AP associated with one 559

edge, e.g. {α4 → μ1, α10 → μ3, α11 → μ4, α7 → μ7, α6 → 560

μ6, α16 → μ9}. Furthermore, we have M ⊆ E∗
d ⊆ E. To elabo- 561

rate a litter further in general terms, let us first formally define 562

the matching over a graph. As mentioned in Section III-B, the 563

network graph model may be disconnected and divided into 564

multiple independent components. For an individual compo- 565

nent, denoted by Qm(VQm ,EQm ), which is a subgraph of Gd 566

associated with the vertex set VQm and the edge set EQm , a 567

matching MQm may be defined as a specific subset of the edge 568

set EQm , where no pair of edges shares a vertex within MQm . 569

It is plausible that the cardinality of the edge-subset MQm is 570

given by the number of the MQm -saturated AP/UE vertices, 571

which belongs to the edges of MQm . Otherwise, the vertices not 572

belonging to the edges of MQm are said to be MQm -unsaturated. 573

Hence, if we allow as many UEs as possible to be scheduled, M 574

should have the highest possible cardinality. Furthermore, con- 575

sidering the weight of each edge, our cluster formation problem 576

may be further reformulated as a MWM problem, where the OF 577

may be written as: 578

M∗
Qm

= arg max
MQm

(WQm )

= arg max
MQm

⎛
⎝ ∑
αi ∈VQm ,μ j ∈VQm

ωd(eαi ,μ j )

⎞
⎠ .

(18)

Upon solving (18) within each individual network compo- 579

nent, a set of APs as well as UEs is selected in order to form 580

a UC-VT cluster along with all links between them. Thus, the 581

solution of the MWM problem is expected to provide a sub- 582

optimal result for our original joint MUS and UC-VT cluster 583

formation problem, which is however found at a significantly 584

reduced complexity. 585

D. Optimal MWM 586

If we construct a (NA,Qm × NU,Qm )-element weight matrix 587

(ωd(eαi ,μ j )) for each of the individual component Qm , the prob- 588

lem of (18) may be viewed as being equivalent to finding a set 589

of independent elements from (ωd(eαi ,μ j )), in order to maxi- 590

mize the sum of these elements. The definition of independent 591
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Fig. 3. (a) A component of Gd , Q2, where the distance-based weight of each link is assumed to be as seen in (a), which is inversely proportional to the AP-UE
distances in Fig. 1a with the UEs’ being randomly distributed. (b) List of all possible AP-UE matchings in Q2 and the corresponding sum weight WQ. The best
matching associated with the circled weights of (a) is the one in the grey-shaded line 7.

elements indicates that none of them occupies the same row or592

column, where a row represents an AP and a column represents593

a UE. To be more explicit, the selected set of the independent594

elements in the weight matrix corresponds to a matching of the595

graph, since a single element represents an edge of the graph596

and no pair of these elements shares the same AP or UE. Thus597

our MWM problem has also been interpreted in a matrix form.598

Before finding the optimal solution of the afore-mentioned599

MWM problem, let us first introduce Theorem 1.600

Theorem 1: Given the (nr × nr )-element matrix (ai j ) and601

(bi j ), as well as the column vector (ci ) and the row vector (r j ),602

satisfying bi j = ci + r j − ai j , provided the permutation p(pi :603

i = 1, . . . , nr ) of the integers 1, . . . , nr minimizes
∑nr

i=1 aipi ,604

p then also maximizes
∑nr

i=1 bipi .605

Proof: Let p be a permutation of the integers 1, 2, . . ., n
minimizing

∑nr
i=1 aipi , then we have

nr∑
i=1

bipi =
nr∑

i=1

ci +
nr∑

i=1

rpi −
nr∑

i=1

aipi .

Since the first two terms are constant and independent of606

p,
∑nr

i=1 bipi is maximized, when
∑nr

i=1 aipi is minimized607

by p.608 �608

Hence, if we want to find the optimal assignment solution609

for maximizing
∑n

i=1 bi,pi , what we have to do is to transform610

(bi j ) into (ai j ) as mentioned above and then find the optimal611

solution minimizing
∑n

i=1 ai,pi , where (ai j ) and (bi j ) are said612

to be equivalent. For a rectangular (nr × nc)-element matrix613

(a′
i j ), we can obtain a square matrix (ai j ) by attaching |nr −614

nc| lines of zero elements to (a′
i j ). Thus, (a′

i j ) and (ai j ) have615

the same optimal assignment solution and Theorem 1 can be616

readily applied for non-square rectangular matrices, where we617

have nr = nc.618

In order to solve our MWM problem, which is derived from619

our joint cluster formation and MUS problem, we introduce the620

classic Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm [24], [25], which is an621

efficient method of solving the matching problems of bipar-622

tite graphs and may be readily applied in a symmetric graph.623

However, the number of VLC UEs is usually higher than that of624

the optical APs within a single network component Qm , which625

results in an asymmetric bipartite graph. Owing to the efforts of626

Bourgeois and Lassalle [26], an extension of the KM algorithm 627

was developed for non-square rectangular matrices. Relying on 628

this approach, we introduce a KM-algorithm-based technique 629

of solving our UC-VT cluster formation problem. The mathe- 630

matical formulation of the extended KM algorithm of [26] may 631

be described as that of finding a set of k independent elements 632

k = min{nr , nc} from a given (nr × nc)-element matrix (bi, j ), 633

in order to minimize the sum of these elements. However, our 634

problem is not a minimization, but a maximization problem 635

associated with the OF of (18). Therefore, we first transform our 636

MWM problem into an equivalent assignment problem based 637

upon Theorem 1 and then invoke the KM algorithm for finding 638

the optimal solution of the equivalent problem, which is also 639

optimal for our MWM problem. Furthermore, since the MWM 640

result of each naturally disjoint network component is mutually 641

independent, the matching algorithm is executed within each 642

individual component in a parallel manner. 643

As shown in Fig. 3a, Q2 is an independent network compo- 644

nent and also a subgraph of our weighted graph Gd , which also 645

shows the individual weights of the {αi − μ j } links. In order 646

to schedule the maximum number of UEs, given the four APs 647

in Q2, four of them will be selected and each one is paired 648

with a specific AP, where the possible matchings and the corre- 649

sponding sum weight values are shown in Fig. 3b. For example, 650

bearing in mind Fig. 3a, the first matching of the first row in 651

Fig. 3b may represent {α10 → μ2, α11 → μ4, α7 → μ7, α6 → 652

μ5}, which leads to a sum weight of WQ = ∑4
l=1 ωl = 4 + 653

3 + 4 + 2 = 13. The specific matching of the seventh row in 654

Fig. 3b is {α10 → μ3, α11 → μ2, α7 → μ4, α6 → μ6}, which 655

is represented by the shaded row of Fig. 3b. This achieves the 656

largest sum weight of WQ = ∑4
l=1 ωl = 2 + 4 + 6 + 4 = 16. 657

The corresponding weights in Fig. 3a are circled. Hence they 658

represent the optimal matching in the scenario considered. 659

Instead of listing all matchings, we now proceed by con- 660

structing an equivalent minimization problem for our MWM 661

and invoke the KM algorithm [24], [26] for finding the opti- 662

mal solution, which is described in detail in Appendix A. 663

As shown in Fig. 4a, the KM-algorithm-based approach pro- 664

vides the optimal solution for the MWM problem (18), with 665

its UE-AP distance-based weight defined by (17). The matched 666

AP-UE pairs form a UC-VT cluster and the aggregate util- 667

ity in (12) can be calculated according to the matching result. 668
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Fig. 4. (a) The optimal solution for the MWM problem (18) relying on the
distance-based weight defined by (17), which is provided by the KM-algorithm-
based assignment. (b) The UC-VT cluster formation based on the matching
result of Fig. 3a, where more links are added for employing VT and thus the
multiple APs {α10, α11, α7, α6} are capable of supporting all the scheduled
UEs {μ2, μ3, μ4, μ6} simultaneously. The triangle with a dashed boundary
denotes the specific UE, which is not scheduled during the current slot.

However, by employing VT among the set of APs and UEs,669

the actual cluster may be formed with the aid of more links,670

as seen in Fig. 4b. Thus, the UC-VT cluster formation pro-671

vided by the single-to-single matching solution may not be672

optimal for (13), but it is capable of offering an acceptable673

suboptimal solution attained at a lower complexity than that of674

the exhaustive search. Explicitly, it has a complexity order of675

O(k2 × l) [26], where we have k = min{NA,Qm , NU,Qm } and676

l = max{NA,Qm , NU,Qm }. The complexity of both the exhaus-677

tive search and KM algorithm will be investigated in Section IV678

in the context of our VLC-based network.679

E. Proposed Greedy Cluster Formation/MUS Algorithm680

In order to further simplify the procedures of scheduling the681

UEs in our UC-VT cluster formation, in this section we propose682

a greedy cluster formation/MUS algorithm operating at a low683

complexity, which is also capable of achieving a near-optimal684

solution for our original cluster formation problem of (13).685

Before discussing our proposed MUS problem, let us first intro-686

duce some notations. Explicitly, VU,αi denotes the set of UEs687

within the coverage of a specific AP αi with a UE-cardinality688

of NU,αi . Each UE μ j is assumed to have a scheduling prior-689

ity corresponding to each AP αi , which is given by the weight690

in (17). Let Pαi = (ωd(eαi ,μ j : μ j ∈ VU,αi ) denote the priority691

of each element of VU,αi representing the AP αi . Furthermore,692

if a UE does not receive any connection request from any AP693

during the slot considered, it is said to be an idle UE; other-694

wise, it is an active UE. Let us now introduce our algorithm by695

considering Fig. 5a, for example.696696

i) Initial selection. Each VLC AP αi selects the specific UE697

μ
αi
j from VU,αi associated with the highest distance-based698

priority, which satisfies699

μ
αi
j = arg max

μ j ∈VU,αi

(Pαi ). (19)

If the UE μ
αi
j receives an assignment request exclu-700

sively from the AP αi , this AP-UE pair is referred to701

Fig. 5. (a) The network component considered. (b) Initial selection and
tentative-cluster construction. The shaded triangles indicate the hitherto unsup-
ported UEs. (c) Expansion of the tentative-cluster. (d) UC-VT cluster formation,
where the incomplete ellipsoids indicate the specific UC-VT cooperation
requests of the UEs and the finally unscheduled UEs are denoted by the
triangles with dashed boundary.

as a Single-to-Single Matching (SSM), which may be 702

formally defined as 703

MSSM = {αi → μ
αi
j : ∀αi ′ = αi ⇒ μ

αi ′
j = μ

αi
j }. (20)

For example, as shown in Fig. 5b, μ4 only receives an 704

assignment request from α7, although it also falls within 705

the coverage of α11, since μ2 has the largest schedul- 706

ing weight of 4 for α11 and therefore the {α11 → μ4} 707

link of weight 3 is ignored. Similarly the {α6 → μ6} link 708

of weight 4 is also a SSM, because the {α6 → μ5} and 709

{α6 → μ7} links have a lower weight of 2. Hence, the 710

AP-UE association after this initial selection is shown in 711

Fig. 5b, where the low-weight links are only shown with 712

dotted lines. 713

ii) Tentative-cluster construction. If a UE is offered multiple 714

connection opportunities by different APs, this is said to 715

be a Multiple-to-Single Matching (MSM), which may be 716

defined as 717

MMSM = {(αi , αi ′ , αi ′′ , . . .) → μ
αi
j :

μ
αi
j = μ

αi ′
j = μ

αi ′′
j = . . .}, (21)

where we have MMSM = {(α10, α11) → μ2} in the exam- 718

ple of Fig. 5b, since μ2 has the highest priority for both 719

α10 and α11. Furthermore, each MSM is assumed to con- 720

struct a tentative-cluster, as also shown in Fig. 5b, where 721

the shaded triangles indicate the hitherto unsupported 722

UEs. 723

iii) Expansion of the tentative-cluster. Within a tentative- 724

cluster (αi , αi ′ , αi ′′ , . . .) → μ
αi
j , each AP αi reselects a 725
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hitherto unsupported UE to be supported with the highest726

priority, provided that there are still unsupported UEs in727

VU,αi . Accordingly, as indicated by Fig. 5c, α10 reselects728

the unsupported UE μ3, since the set Vα10
U \ (μ2, μ6) =729

μ3 is non-empty and μ3 is the only unsupported UE730

within the coverage of α10. However, since the set Vα11
U \731

(μ2, μ4) = ∅ is empty, α11 does not have any additional732

UE to support.733

iv) Cluster formation. In order to mitigate the inter-cluster734

interference, the scheduled UEs found in the overlapping735

areas of some neighbouring APs determine the coop-736

eration of these APs. More explicitly, if a particular737

scheduled UE has the benefit of a LOS ray from several738

different APs, then the UE sends a cooperation request739

to these APs. For example, in Fig. 5d μ2 sends its coop-740

eration request to {α10, α11}, while μ4 and μ6 request741

cooperation with {α11, α7} and {α10, α6}, respectively, as742

indicated by the incomplete ellipsoids. Thus all the coop-743

erating APs and their matching UEs construct a single744

UC-VT cluster in the examples of Fig. 1b.745

Recall that NA APs are only capable of simultaneously sup-746

porting at most the same number of UEs according to (14).747

Therefore, during the expansion of the tentative-cluster, the748

number of active UEs becomes (NA + 1), provided that all749

APs can connect with an idle UE. Hence, the UE having the750

smallest priority is removed. Let us now provide an overview751

of the greedy cluster formation/MUS technique in form of752

Algorithm 1.753

Algorithm 1. Proposed cluster formation/MUS Algorithm754

1 Input: VA, VU ;755

2 for each time slot do756

3 Update: {Pαi : αi ∈ VA};757

4 Initial selection:758

5 for each VLC AP αi ∈ VA do759

6 select μαi
j = arg maxμ j ∈VU,αi

(Pαi );760

7 end761

8 Tentative-cluster construction:762

9 if MMSM = ∅ then763

10 construct tentative-clusters;764

11 end765

12 Tentative-cluster expansion:766

13 for each tentative-cluster do767

14 for each AP αi ∈ tentative-cluster do768

15 select the idle UE with the largest priority from769

VU,αi ;770

16 end771

17 end772

18 Cluster formation:773

19 Establish cooperation and construct UC-VT cluster774

formation;775

20 Vectored transmission and resource allocation;776

21 end777

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION778

In this section, we will present our simulation results779

characterising the MUS and cluster formation algorithms,780

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

with a special emphasis on our UC-VT cluster formation. A 781

15 m×15 m×3 m room model is considered, which is covered 782

by a VLC down-link including (4 × 4) uniformly distributed 783

optical APs at a height of 2.5 m. The parameters of the 784

LED arrays are summarized in TABLE II. Our investigations 785

include both the LOS and the first reflected light-path, where 786

the channel’s DC attenuation is given by (1) and (2), respec- 787

tively. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section II, ACO-OFDM 788

is considered and the associated capacity is given as R = 789
B

4
log2(1 + ξ) according to [9], where ξ is the SINR of (8). Our 790

simulation results were averaged over 50 independent snap- 791

shots and each snapshot is constituted by 50 consecutive time 792

slots having a length of 1 ms. The UEs at a height of 2.5 m are 793

random uniformly distributed at the beginning of each snapshot 794

and they move randomly during the consecutive 50 time slots 795

at a speed of 1 m/s. The locations of the UEs are reported every 796

time slot, i.e. every 1 ms. 797

A. Complexity Analysis 798

As shown in Fig. 6a, when the number of UEs is less than 799

5, the exhaustive search may be an appealing low-complexity 800

approach of finding the optimal solution for our joint opti- 801

mization problem. However, the number of possible cluster 802

formations found by employing the exhaustive search may 803

become excessive with the number of UEs increased. Even 804

if there are only 16 UEs supported by 16 APs, the average 805

number of possible formations becomes as high as 5 × 106 806

in a single simulation run. By contrast, the complexity of the 807

KM-algorithm based approach may become inadequate in low- 808

UE-density scenarios. However, when the number of UEs is 809

higher than that of the APs, the complexity is only linearly 810

increased with the number of UEs, according to [26]. Fig. 6b 811

shows both the normalized throughput and the sum utility of 812

various cluster/cell formations, where the traditional NC cell 813

formation designs relying on UFR and on the FR factor of 814

two (FR-2) are considered as our benchmarkers. We adopt the 815

MUS algorithm for the UFR and FR-2 discussed in our previous 816

work [15]. Both the highest throughput attained and the sum 817

utility are quantified for the proposed UC-VT cluster forma- 818

tion, whose optimal solution is found by the exhaustive search. 819

The optimal MWM provides a similar solution as our proposed 820

greedy algorithm, both of which are about 90% of the opti- 821

mal exhaustive search-based value in the scenario considered. 822

Therefore, we will omit the optimal exhaustive search in the 823
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Fig. 6. (a) The complexity of the exhaustive search for finding the optimal UC-
VT cluster formations and the complexity of KM-algorithm based MWM for
finding a suboptimal cluster formation solution; (b) The normalized throughput
and the normalized sum utility/OF value, where FOV = 110◦ and 10 UEs are
assumed moving randomly at a speed of 1 m/s.

rest of this treatise and we opt for the MWM solution as well as824

for the more practical greedy algorithm for finding the UC-VT825

cluster formation solution.826

B. Throughput Investigations827

1) Throughput Investigations for Various FOV and UE828

Density: Since the FOV is an influential parameter in VLC829

networks in Fig. 7a, we consider its effect on the system’s per-830

formance. The average throughput per UE is reduced, when the831

FOV3 is increased, due to the increased interference, while our832

proposed UC-VT cluster formation remains superior in all sce-833

narios considered. In particular, observe in Fig. 7a that the UFR834

3In order to evaluate the system’s performance for various FOVs, we selected
110◦/115◦ and 120◦/125◦. In the former scenario, the UE is capable of receiv-
ing data from two neighboring APs and the area contaminated by potential
interference is modest. When the FOV is increased to 120◦/125◦, the UE
is capable of receiving data from four APs and the potential interference-
contaminated area is also increased. These four FOVs correspond to different
interference levels, although their absolute values are quite similar.

Fig. 7. (a) Average throughput per UE provided by different cluster forma-
tion/cell formation schemes for various FOVs and for 25 UEs. (b) Average
throughput per UE provided by different cluster formation/cell formation
schemes for various UE densities, where the FOV is 120◦ and the number of
UEs is 25.

design exhibits the worst interference immunity and offers the 835

lowest throughput, when the FOV is higher than 115◦. Fig. 7b 836

shows the average throughput per UE provided by different 837

cluster formation/cell formation schemes associated with var- 838

ious UE densities, where the FOV is 120◦. As expected, our 839

proposed UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing the 840

highest average throughput for all the UE densities considered. 841

2) Throughput Investigations for Various LOS Blocking 842

Probabilities: As mentioned in Section I, the performance of 843

VLC systems is expected to be seriously degraded in non-LOS 844

scenarios. In order to investigate the non-LOS behaviour of this 845

VLC system, we introduce the LOS blocking probability Pb 846

and assume that the achievable data rate R̃ obeys a Bernoulli 847

distribution [13], with the probability mass function of: 848

f (R̃) =
{

1 − Pb, if R̃ = Rs,

Pb, if R̃ = Rr ,
(22)

where Rs and Rr denote the achievable data rate of the UE 849

either in the presence or absence of LOS reception. Then the 850
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Fig. 8. Average UE throughput of our VLC system for various blocking
probabilities and FOVs supporting 25 UEs in each scenario.

Fig. 9. (a) The normalized average throughput and the Service Fairness Index
(SFI) of various cluster formation/cell formation schemes; (b) CDF of the UE
throughput, where the number of UEs is 25 and we have FOV = 120◦.

VLC down-link data rate may be written as R̃ = Pb · Rr +851

(1 − Pb) · Rs . At this stage, we assume that all LOS paths are852

blocked with an equal probability. As shown in Fig. 8, the853

Fig. 10. (a) shows the LED-arrangement, where the LED circle has a radius
of 4.5 m and the corner LEDs are at 1.875 m from the walls. (b) System
performance of the LED arrangement seen in (a) for 25 UEs.

average UE throughput attained is reduced upon increasing the 854

LOS blocking probability in all the scenarios considered, but 855

our UC-VT cluster formation still achieves a higher throughput. 856

Furthermore, the system performance of the MWM approach 857

and of our proposed greedy cluster formation/MUS algorithm 858

remains quite similar, regardless of the specific blocking prob- 859

ability and FOV. 860

C. Fairness Investigations 861

In order to investigate the grade of fairness experienced by 862

the UEs, the Service Fairness Index (SFI) of [31] is introduced. 863

The objective of ensuring fairness amongst the UEs is to guar- 864

antee that all UEs benefit from the same throughput within a 865

given period, provided that the UEs’ data rate requirements are 866

identical [12], which is often unrealistic. The SFI was defined 867

as [31]: 868

SFI = max |R̃μ j − R̃μ j ′ |∑
j R̃μ j /NU

, (23)
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Fig. 11. (a) The weight matrix (ωd (eαi ,μ j )) of Q2, where the maximum ele-
ment of each row is underlined. (b) Initialization step. The equivalent matrix
(aαi ,μ j ) of (ωd (eαi ,μ j )) is obtained as (aαi ,μ j ) = (cαi − ωd (eαi ,μ j )), where

we have (cαi ) = [4, 4, 6, 4]T. Find and mark the zero by a star, if there are no
starred zeros in its row or in its column. Cover every column containing a 0∗
by a vertical line. (c) Adjustment step. (aαi ,μ j ) is modified as (aαi ,μ j − cαi +
rμ j ), where (cαi ) = [0, 0, 0, 0]T and (rμ j ) = [0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2,−2]. Mark
the uncovered zeros by the upper prime. (d) Explicitly, if there is a starred zero
in the primed zero’s row, mark this row by a line and remove the vertical line
for the column of the starred zero. (e) Starred zero and primed zero alternating.
Remove all lines. Recover the columns containing 0∗. Optimal solution found.

which reflects the maximum throughput-difference of different869

UEs. If the SFI is low, the throughput-difference is low and870

the UEs are served fairly, while if the SFI is high, the UEs871

experiencing a lower data rate may complain about their unfair872

treatment. Furthermore, by jointly considering the throughput,873

we may define874

� = Average throughput per UE

SFI
. (24)

Hence, � constitutes a comprehensive system performance875

metric, joint characterising both the throughput as well as the876

service fairness. If � is low, the system either provides a low877

throughput or a poor fairness; and vice versa. Fig. 9a shows the878

normalized throughput and SFI of various cell formations and879

cluster formations, where the UFR design has the worst perfor-880

mance associated with the lowest�. Moreover, the Cumulative881

Distribution Function (CDF) of the UE throughput is shown in882

Fig. 9b. It can be seen that the UE may have as high as 40%883

probability of remaining unserved during each time slot in all884

the scenarios considered.885

D. Irregular VLC AP Arrangements886

Our proposed UC-VT cluster formation and MUS scheme887

may be readily applied to arbitrary topologies. Let us consider888

Fig. 10a, for example. This specific VLC AP arrangement was889

advocated in [32] for reducing the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)890

fluctuation and was also employed in [16] for implementing a891

scheduling algorithm. As shown in Fig. 10a, 12 LED lamps892

constitute a circle and 4 LED lamps are placed in the corners893

at a height of 2.5 m, which are referred to here as the circular- 894

LED arrangement and corner-LED arrangement, respectively. 895

The power of each LED array is 14.4 W and 36.8 W in the 896

circular- and corner-arrangements of our simulations. Thus the 897

total number of optical APs remains 16 and the sum of their 898

transmission power is at most 320 W, which is the same as 899

that of the regular (4 × 4) LED array arrangement. Fig. 10b 900

shows the average throughput per UE for the LED arrangement 901

of Fig. 10b. The average throughput is slightly reduced, when 902

the radius of the LED circle is increased from 4 m to 4.5 m, 903

but our proposed UC-VT cluster formation still outperforms the 904

traditional cell formation design in all scenarios of this circular 905

LED arrangement. 906

V. CONCLUSIONS 907

In this paper, an amorphous UC-VT cluster formation was 908

proposed for mitigating the ICI and to allow a single cluster 909

to support multiple UEs. The MUS problem combined with 910

our UC-VT cluster formation was investigated and the opti- 911

mal solution was found by an exhaustive search approach. 912

Since the exhaustive search may become complex, the origi- 913

nal joint problem was reformulated as a MWM problem, which 914

was solved by the classic KM-algorithm-based method. In 915

order to further reduce the computational complexity, an effi- 916

cient greedy MUS algorithm was proposed for constructing our 917

UC-VT clusters. Our simulation results demonstrated that the 918

UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing a higher aver- 919

age UE throughput than the traditional NC cell designs in all 920

the scenarios considered. Despite the promise of the UC-VT 921

cluster formation, naturally, some challenges arise when incor- 922

porating our system-level UC design into VLC environments. 923

The open challenges may be highlighted from various perspec- 924

tives, including the acquisition of accurate location information, 925

the research of robustness to LOS blocking, the technology 926

counterpart to be used for up-link support, etc. 927

APPENDIX A 928

KM-ALGORITHM-BASED APPROACH FOR FINDING 929

THE OPTIMAL MWM 930

Let us first rely on Lemma 1, where having independent ele- 931

ments indicates that none of them occupies the same row or 932

column. 933

Lemma 1: (König Theorem)[26]. If z is the maximum num- 934

ber of independent zero elements in the matrix (aαi ,μ j ), then 935

there are z lines (rows, columns or both) containing all the zeros 936

elements of (aαi ,μ j ). 937

First, the weight matrix (ωd(eαi ,μ j )) of Fig. 3a is formu- 938

lated, as shown in Fig. 11a, where the weight is set to zero 939

when there is no link between two vertices. Our problem is 940

that of maximizing the sum weight, while the KM algorithm 941

is suitable for a minimization problem. We have to construct 942

an equivalent matrix (aαi ,μ j ) for (ωd(eαi ,μ j )), according to 943

Theorem 1. The maximum element (ωd(eαi ,μ j )) is selected and 944

forms (cαi ), where we have (cαi ) = [4, 4, 6, 4]T in our exam- 945

ple. Let (cαi − ωd(eαi ,μ j )) be the matrix (aαi ,μ j ), as shown in 946

Fig. 11b, and its optimal matching solution minimizing the sum 947
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weight is also optimal for our MWM problem. Next, find a zero948

in each column of (cαi − ωd(eαi ,μ j )). If however there is no949

starred zero either in its row or in its column, we mark it by a950

star, again as shown in Fig. 11b. Then we mark every column951

containing a 0∗ by a vertical line and all the 0∗ form a set of952

independent zeros, since none of them occupies the same row953

or column. The above-mentioned procedure is our initialization954

step, which may be described as:955955

i) Initialization. Generate an initial label set (cαi ), where for956

each row αi we have:957

cαi = max
μ j
(ωd(eαi ,μ j )), μ j = 1, . . . , NU,Qm . (25)

Thus, the equivalent matrix is constructed as (cαi −958

ωd(eαi ,μ j )). Generate an initial matching MQm by find-959

ing and marking independent zeros denoted by z
(αi ,μ j )

j960

using a star, whose superscript corresponds to its index in961

(cαi − ωd(eαi ,μ j )), where we have:962

∀z
(αi ,μ j )

j ∈ (z j ), z
(α′

i =αi ,μ j )

j ′ = j /∈ (z j ),

∀z
(αi ,μ j )

j ∈ (z j ), z
(αi ,pα′

i
=μ j )

j ′ = j /∈ (z j ). (26)

If |(z j )| = min{NA,Qm , NU,Qm } columns are marked, we963

find the desired matching, where each AP matches a spe-964

cific UE and the sum weight of their links is maximized,965

which furthermore form a UC-VT cluster. Otherwise, the966

cardinality of the matching will be iteratively increased967

during the following steps.968

If there are no unmarked zeros as shown in Fig. 11b,969

the current matrix should be modified according to970

Theorem 1, which leads to the following adjustment step.971

ii) Adjustment. Let h be the smallest unmarked element of972

the matrix and construct a column vector (cαi ) and a row973

vector (rμ j ) by the following rules: if the αi th row is cov-974

ered, cαi = h; otherwise, cαi = 0. If the μ j th column is975

covered, rμ j = 0; otherwise, rμ j = −h. In our example,976

(aαi ,μ j ) is updated as (aαi ,μ j − cαi + rμ j ) and (cαi ) =977

[0, 0, 0, 0]T and (rpi ) = [0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2,−2], as978

shown in Fig. 11c.979

Then let us choose and mark an unmarked zero by priming it.980

If there is a starred zero in its row, mark this row by a line and981

remove the line from the column of the starred zero, as shown in982

Fig. 11d. Then we prime another unmarked zero in the second983

row indicated by the bold font, but there is no starred zero in its984

row. According to the starred and primed zero alternating rules985

of [26], we obtain the matrix seen in Fig. 11e, where the number986

of independent zeros reached its maximum given by the num-987

ber of rows. Correspondingly, the number of lines containing988

all these zeros becomes maximal, as stated by Lemma 1, where989

the maximum number of independent zeros is equal to the num-990

ber of lines containing them. The algorithm terminates here in991

our scenario. However, if the number of marked columns is still992

insufficient, the set of independent zeros has to be increased993

by iteratively repeating the above-mentioned steps, commenc-994

ing from the Adjustment stage. Thus, we find the optimal995

solution for our MWM, which is {α10 → μ3, α11 → μ2, α7 →996

μ4, α6 → μ6}, namely the same as indicated in Fig. 3b.997
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Abstract—Visible light communication (VLC) combined with5
advanced illumination may be expected to become an integral6
part of next-generation heterogeneous networks. In order to7
mitigate the performance degradation imposed by the intercell-8
interference (ICI), a user-centric (UC) cluster formation technique9
employing vectored transmission (VT) is proposed for the VLC10
down-link system, where multiple users may be simultaneously11
supported by multiple access points (APs). In contrast to the tradi-12
tional network-centric (NC) design, the UC-VT cluster formation13
is dynamically constructed and adjusted, rather than remaining14
static. Furthermore, we consider the critical issue of multiuser15
scheduling (MUS) relying on maximizing the “sum utility” of16
this system, which leads to a joint cluster formation and MUS17
problem. In order to find a practical solution, the original prob-18
lem is reformulated as a maximum weighted matching (MWM)19
problem relying on a user-AP distance-based weight and then20
a low-complexity greedy algorithm is proposed, which offers a21
suboptimal yet compelling solution operating close to the opti-22
mal value found by the potentially excessive-complexity exhaustive23
search. Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed24
greedy MUS algorithm combined with the UC-VT cluster forma-25
tion is capable of providing an average user throughput of about26
90% of the optimal throughput, which is about three times the27
throughput provided by the traditional cellular design in some of28
the scenarios considered.29

Index Terms—Visible light communication, user-centric cluster30
formation, multi-user scheduling, maximum weighted matching.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

O WING to its huge unlicensed bandwidth, high data rate

Q1

33

potential, energy-efficient illumination etc., the research34

of Visible Light Communication (VLC) intensified during the35

past decade or so [1]. As a complementary extension of classic36

radio frequency communications, extensive investigations have37
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been dedicated to the point-to-point transmission and recep- 38

tion techniques in VLC networks [2]–[10], as also indicated 39

by the IEEE 802.15.7 standard ratified for short-range visible 40

light wireless communication [11]. Apart from their multi- 41

fold advantages, naturally, VLC systems also exhibit several 42

potential drawbacks, such as reduced performance in non-line- 43

of-sight scenarios, lack of native up-link support, a confined 44

coverage compared to cellular radio frequency networks etc. 45

Amongst all the design challenges, the performance degra- 46

dation imposed by Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) at the cell edge 47

may lead to dramatic reduction of the Quality of Service (QoS) 48

in a VLC down-link system. As a result, careful VLC cell for- 49

mation becomes crucial, since it is the salient design stage of 50

the entire system design cycle. Traditional designs conceived 51

for VLC cells operating both with and without Frequency Reuse 52

(FR) or fractional frequency reuse planning, have been studied 53

in [12]–[14], where each optical Access Point (AP) illumi- 54

nates a small confined cell. As a further advance, a multi-AP 55

joint transmission scheme relying on Combined Transmission 56

(CT) and Vectored Transmission (VT)1 were also investigated 57

in [12]. In contrast to the above-mentioned Network-Centric 58

(NC) design philosophy, a novel User-Centric (UC) cell for- 59

mation regime was proposed in [15]–[17], where amorphous 60

user-specific multi-AP cells are constructed for jointly trans- 61

mitting data to a single User Equipment (UE)2 by employing 62

CT, which we referred to as UC-CT. By definition, UC design 63

is different from the NC design, where the network configu- 64

ration is fixed, regardless of the tele-traffic. In order to further 65

improve the achievable bandwidth efficiency of the previously 66

proposed UC-CT and to allow each multi-AP cell simultane- 67

ously serve multiple UEs as discussed in [12], we propose the 68

UC-VT-based cluster formation principle in this paper. UC-VT 69

cluster formation may be defined as forming the UC-VT clus- 70

ters, where each UC-VT cluster is served by a set of VLC APs, 71

which simultaneously serve multiple UEs by employing VT. 72

More explicitly, a UC-VT cluster includes a set of APs and UEs 73

as well as the transmission links between them. Note that the 74

previously proposed UC-CT-based cell formation of [15]–[17] 75

1In [12], relying on CT, each individual VLC AP of a multi-AP cell conveyed
the same information on the same visible carrier frequency in their overlapping
areas and served a single user at a time. In order to eliminate the bandwidth
efficiency reduction imposed by CT, Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based VT techniques
were employed for serving multiple users at the same time in the overlapping
area, which will be exemplified in Section II-C.

2A single UE represents a communication device equipped with a VLC
receiver in our down-link VLC system, which could be a smart phone, a
personal computer, a tablet, a printer, etc.

1536-1276 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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may be regarded as a special case of our UC-VT-based cluster76

formation, when only a single UE resides within the coverage77

of the UC-VT cluster.78

When multiple UEs are present in a VLC network, effi-79

cient resource allocation and Multi-User Scheduling (MUS)80

constitutes one of the salient problems, which in fact affects81

all multi-user networks. However, the problem of VLC-based82

networks has remained to a large extent hitherto unexplored83

in the open literature, although recently some valuable studies84

were disseminated in the context of NC single-AP VLC cells85

[18]–[21]. In particular, the authors of [18] proposed a heuris-86

tic scheme for allocating interference-constrained sub-carriers87

in a multiple access VLC system relying on Discrete Multi-88

Tone (DMT) modulation, in order to improve the aggregate89

throughput. The authors of [19] carefully designed a logical90

framework aiming to localize, access, schedule and transmit91

in VLC systems, which was capable of achieving a substantial92

throughput at a modest complexity. However, similar to most93

of the literature studying resource allocation in VLC-based94

systems, both [18] and [19] endeavour to improve the attain-95

able throughput without giving any cognizance to the fairness96

experienced by the UEs. By taking fairness into account, the97

authors of [20] proposed an Incremental Scheduling Scheme98

(ISS), where the global scheduling phase is responsible for99

assigning the resources to the UEs, while the local scheduling100

phase regularly adjusts the resource allocation by backtracking101

the UEs’ movements. Furthermore, the authors of [21] pro-102

posed a Proportional Fairness (PF) based scheduling algorithm103

for a centrally controlled VLC system, which outperformed104

the maximum-rate scheduling policy in terms of balancing the105

achievable throughput against the fairness experienced by the106

UEs. Broadly speaking, most studies of the MUS problem107

encountered in VLC systems are based on single-AP VLC cells.108

By contrast, we are going to tackle the problems of MUS and109

UC-based cluster formation relying on VT.110

Against the above-mentioned background, in this paper,111111

i) we investigate the MUS problem relying on the UEs’ PF112

as a measure by assigning each UE a specific scheduling113

priority, which is inversely proportional to its anticipated114

resource consumption [22] and then maximizing a care-115

fully selected network utility function [23], when jointly116

considering amorphous UC-VT cluster formations for the117

VLC down-link.118

ii) More explicitly, the optimal solution of this joint UC-119

based cluster formation and MUS problem is first found120

by a high-complexity exhaustive search, which may have121

an overwhelming complexity even for a modest-scale122

system. In order to reduce the computational complex-123

ity, the original problem is formulated as a Maximum124

Weighted Matching (MWM) problem and multiple UEs125

are scheduled by solving the Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algo-126

rithm [24]–[28].127

iii) To further improve the grade of practicability, a greedy128

algorithm is proposed, which operates at a consider-129

ably lower complexity, despite taking into account the130

dynamics of the UC-VT clusters.131

iv) Moreover, the computational complexity of both the132

exhaustive search and of the proposed schemes is133

analysed and various cluster formations are evaluated for 134

diverse VLC characteristics, such as the Field-Of-View 135

(FOV), the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) blocking probabilities, 136

the optical AP arrangement, etc. 137

VLC can be considered as a new member in the small-cell 138

family of the Heterogeneous Network (HetNets) landscape for 139

complementing the overloaded radio frequency band [17]. The 140

UC cluster formation principle designed for VLC environments 141

constitutes a novel and competitive design paradigm for the 142

super dense multi-tier cell combinations of HetNets, where 143

the sophisticated UEs can actively participate in cell planning, 144

resource management, mobility control, service provision, sig- 145

nal processing, etc. Considering the large-scale multi-input- 146

multi-output systems for example, the antenna selection scheme 147

or beamforming techniques may be designed in a similar UC 148

manner, according to the UEs’ geo-location and service require- 149

ments. As a result, the UC concept may be expected to become 150

one of the disruptive techniques to be used in the forthcoming 151

5G era [17]. 152

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system 153

model and the UC-VT clusters considered are presented in 154

Section II. Our MUS methodology is described and evaluated 155

in Section III and Section IV, respectively, while dynamically 156

constructing UC-VT clusters. Finally, Section V offers our 157

conclusions. 158

II. SYSTEM MODEL 159

The VLC down-link is considered, which is constituted by a 160

set of VLC APs and each of them relies on an LED array con- 161

structed from several LEDs. The essence of our UC-VT cluster 162

formation is to assign the UEs and optical APs to each other for 163

the sake of maximizing the total utility after employing VT in 164

each of the UC-VT cluster. This procedure is entirely based on 165

the UEs’ specific conditions and thus leads to UC clusters. In 166

this section, we first discuss the optical link characteristics and 167

cluster formation, before investigating how to select the UE set 168

supported by a specific AP set in a multi-user system. 169

A. Link Characteristics 170

Since each UE has a limited FOV, they can only receive infor- 171

mation from the optical APs, when one or more APs reside 172

within the UE’s FOV. According to [29], if the angle of inci- 173

dence ψ from an AP to a UE is less than the UE’s FOV ψF, the 174

optical channel’s Direct Current (DC) attenuation of the LOS 175

path is given by 176

hd = (m + 1)DPA

2πl2
cosm(φ)Ts(ψ)g(ψ) cos(ψ), (1)

where the Lambert index m depends on the semi-angle φ1/2 177

at half-illuminance of the source, which is given by m = 178

−1/ log2(cosφ1/2). Furthermore, DPA is the physical area of 179

the detector’s Photo-Diode (PD), l is the distance between 180

the VLC transmitter and the receiver, while φ is the angle 181

of irradiance. Still referring to (1), Ts(ψ) and g(ψ) denote 182

the gain of the optical filter and of the optical concentrator 183
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TABLE I
VLC PARAMETERS

employed, respectively, while g(ψ) can be written as g(ψ) =184

n2/ sin2 ψF [29], where n is the refractive index of a lens at a185

PD. Furthermore, according to [10], when the incidence angle186

ψ is no larger than the FOV, the channel’s DC attenuation on187

the first reflection is given by188

dhr = (m + 1)DPA

2π2l2
1l2

2

ρd Dwall cosm(φ) cos(β1)

cos(β2)Ts(ψ)g(ψ) cos(ψ), (2)

where l1 denotes the distance between an AP and a reflective189

point, while l2 is the distance between this point and a UE. The190

reflectance factor and the reflective area are denoted by ρ and191

d Dwall, respectively. Additionally, β1 and β2 represent the irra-192

diance angles to the reflective point and to the UE, respectively.193

Our VLC parameter values are summarized in TABLE I.194

B. Cluster Formation195

Following the traditional cellular design principle, each196

optical AP illuminates an individual cell and adopts Unity197

Frequency Reuse (UFR) across all cells, where the ICI is198

imposed by the LOS ray of neighbouring cells and conse-199

quently the UE may experience dramatic performance degra-200

dation at the cell edge. In order to reduce the ICI, appropriate201

FR patterns may be employed as an appealingly simple solu-202

tion, while the system has to obey the classic trade-off between203

reduced bandwidth efficiency and improved cell-edge Signal-204

to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR), when using a FR fac-205

tor higher than one, as investigated in our previous work [12].206

Apart from the single-AP cells, we studied multi-AP merged207

cells, where several neighbouring VLC APs cooperate by208

employing either CT or VT techniques. The above-mentioned209

cell designs, including regular UFR/FR and merged multi-AP210

cells with CT/VT, rely on a fixed cell-shape, regardless of the211

traffic requirements, which are referred to as NC formations. In212

contrast to the fixed-shape NC cell formation designs, the UC213

design philosophy was proposed in [15]–[17], which was capa-214

ble of supporting irregular-shape elastic cell formations that215

were capable of accommodating dynamic traffic requirements.216

By employing CT, each multi-AP UC-CT cell of [15] is only217

capable of supporting a single UE in a specific time slot. In218

order to serve multiple UEs at the same time, we propose the219

VT aided UC cluster formation, which is referred to as a UC-220

VT cluster in this paper. Let us now discuss the model of our221

system in more detail.222

Fig. 1. (a) Layout of the VLC APs and UEs projected on the horizontal plane,
where αi and μ j represent the VLC APs and UEs, respectively. All LOS links
are denoted by dotted lines and for simplicity, the reflections are not shown in
this figure. There are (4 × 4) = 16 APs and 10 UEs. (b) The cluster formation
result provided by Fig. 5d for the VLC system of (a).

Fig. 1a shows the example of a particular VLC down-link 223

network having NA = 16 optical APs and NU = 10 UEs, where 224

all LOS links are denoted by dotted lines and for simplicity, 225

the reflections are not shown. Let us first construct the link’s 226

bipartite graph G(V,E), as shown in Fig. 2a, for the network of 227

Fig. 1a. The vertex set V denoting the communication nodes is 228

divided into two subsets, i.e. the optical AP set VA as well as 229

the VLC UE set VU , where we have 230

V = VA ∪ VU

= {αi |i = 1, 2, . . . , NA} ∪ {μ j | j = 1, 2, . . . , NU }, (3)

with αi and μ j denoting the index of VLC APs and UEs, 231

respectively. Hence, the number of vertices in G is given by 232

(NA + NU ). Furthermore, when a UE can receive data from an 233

AP, either via the direct LOS path or via the reflected path, a 234

link may be established between them, which is said to be an 235

edge, and these two vertices are said to be adjacent. The edge 236

set E represents all possible links between APs and UEs with 237
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Fig. 2. (a) A graph model G(V,E) of the VLC down-link seen in Fig. 1a.
(b) The three independent components of G, i.e. Q1, Q2 and Q3. (c) and
(d) Possible UC-VT cluster formations of the network. In (d), S2,1, S2,2 and
S2,3 are disjoint, but they are regarded as a merged large cluster C2.

one of the endpoints in VA and the other one in VU , which may

Q2

238

be written as239

E = {eαi ,μ j |αi ∈ VA, μ j ∈ VU }, (4)

where eαi ,μ j denotes the link between AP αi and UE μ j . Since240

the placement of the VLC APs is fixed, the edge set is deter-241

mined by the UEs’ specific conditions, such as their FOV,242

position, etc. Therefore, the network graph is said to be UC.243

Still referring to Fig. 2a, the graph G is not fully con-244

nected, since not all pairs of vertices are joined by a path.245

Further scrutiny reveals that G has three independent compo-246

nents, which are said to be partially connected components,247

as explicitly shown in Fig. 2b, marked by Q1, Q2 and Q3.248

There are no adjacent AP-UE vertices amongst these distinc-249

tive components of Q1, Q2 and Q3, which indicates that UEs250

cannot receive data from the optical APs belonging to the other251

components, only from their own. Thus, the ICI is totally elim-252

inated. Explicitly, since none of the individual components is253

affected by the others, the proposed cluster formation algo-254

rithms may be executed within every single component, as it255

will be discussed in Section III. On the other hand, in order to256

simultaneously serve multiple UEs, Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based257

VT techniques are introduced in our system. The underlying 258

principle of ZF-based VT is to totally eliminate the interfer- 259

ence at the multiple AP transmitters, so that all the UEs receive 260

mutually interference-free signals. In general, when employing 261

VT the maximum number of UEs supported in a single time 262

slot should be no more than the number of APs. Hence, the ZF- 263

based VT may not be employed directly by each component in 264

Fig. 2b. For example, the number of UEs is almost twice as high 265

as the number of APs in Q2. Therefore, we eliminate the inter- 266

ference by ensuring that only some of the UEs will be scheduled 267

and we solve this problem by constructing a UC-VT cluster 268

with the aid of the serving APs. There are various options for 269

scheduling the UEs shown in Fig. 2c and 2d, where the UEs 270

denoted by the dashed triangle boundary are not scheduled and 271

the edges denoted by dashed lines are not established during 272

the current slot. Furthermore, the UC-VT clusters formed are 273

denoted by Cn , i.e. by C1, C2 and C3 in Fig. 2c and 2d. Before 274

investigating how to schedule the UEs, let us first discuss the 275

VT within each UC-VT cluster formed. 276

C. Vectored Transmission 277

After scheduling the UEs, each UC-VT cluster is formed, as 278

shown for example in Fig. 2c, where the clusters are denoted by 279

C1, C2 and C3, respectively. Within C1 or C3, only a single UE is 280

supported by a single AP, which is a similar scenario to the reg- 281

ular NC design. However, in order to allow {α10, α11, α7, α6} 282

to simultaneously serve all the UEs {μ2, μ4, μ6, μ7} within 283

C2, we employ Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based VT techniques. More 284

explicitly, we may write the channel’s attenuation HC2 between 285

the multiple APs and UEs within C2 as: 286

HC2 =

α10 α11 α7 α6

μ2
μ4
μ6
μ7

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

h11 h12 0 0
0 h22 h23 0

h31 0 0 h34
0 0 h43 h44

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

(5)

In order to attain mutually interference-free signals at the 287

receivers, the transmitted signals XC2 = [x1, x2, x3, x4] are 288

precoded as (PC2 · XC2) and we may write PC2 = (GC2 · 289

�C2), where the matrix GC2 = H H
C2

· (HC2 · H H
C2
)−1 obeys 290

the ZF criterion for the sake of obtaining an interference-free 291

identity matrix for HC2 · GC2 = I4 and �C2 is introduced in 292

order to satisfy the power constraint. Hence, the ICI can be 293

totally eliminated at the multiple AP transmitters and as a result, 294

all the UEs receive mutually interference-free signals. Let us 295

now elaborate on the VT techniques a little further in general 296

terms and derive the formations of G and �. 297

Each UC-VT cluster Cn is constituted by a set of APs 298

VA,Cn with a cardinality of NA,Cn and a set of UEs VU,Cn 299

with a cardinality of NU,Cn . Let further X t ∈ R
NU,Cn ×1 and 300

Y r ∈ R
NU,Cn ×1 denote the vectors of transmitted and received 301

signals, respectively. Upon using VT, we have 302

Y r = γ · Pt · H · G · � · X t + N, (6)

where γ and Pt denote the Optical/Electronic (O/E) conver- 303

sion efficiency and the transmitted optical power, respectively. 304
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Furthermore, N denotes the noise, while the channel-matrix305

H ∈ R
NU,Cn ×NA,Cn hosts the DC attenuations between the306

NU,Cn UEs and the NA,Cn APs, while the matrix G = H H ·307

(H · H H )−1 obeys the ZF criterion, which hence results in a308

beneficial interference-free identity matrix for H · G = I NU,Cn
.309

Finally, the matrix � is introduced to enforce the per-AP power310

constraints, hence we have311

� = ϕ I NU,Cn
, ϕ = min

i=1,2,...,NA,Cn

√
1

‖G(i, :)‖2
F

, (7)

where G(i, :) is the i th row of G. To elaborate a little fur-312

ther, assuming that we have the per-AP optical power con-313

straint of Pt , the signal transmitted with the equal power314

from the i th AP is ϕ2‖G(i, :)‖2
F . Note that we have Pe =315

πP2
t , when considering the Asymmetrically-Clipped Optical316

OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [8]. Hence, we have ϕ2‖G(i, :)‖2
F ≤317

πP2
t ⇒ ϕ ≤ πP2

t /

√
‖G(i, :)‖2

F . In order to let each AP satisfy318

the power constraint, we have ϕ = mini πP2
t /

√
‖G(i, :)‖2

F , as319

indicated in (7). Furthermore, let us define the SINR as the320

aggregate electronic power over the noise power in a band-321

width of B [MHz] [7] plus the sum of the electronic power322

received from other optical sources in the vicinity. Since the323

corresponding electronic power is proportional to the square of324

the electronic current’s amplitude and both the intra-cluster and325

inter-cluster LOS interferences are mitigated, we may express326

the SINR for a particular UE μ j within the cluster Cn as327

ξ = γ2 P2
t ϕ

2π

N0 B + Ir
, (8)

where Ir is the interference imposed by the reflected light.328

Since the interference power received by the cluster under329

consideration is influenced by the ZF-based VT within other330

clusters, for simplicity, we assume that the interference imposed331

is always equal to its maximum value, which characterizes the332

worst-case situation in our VT cluster formations. Furthermore,333

N0 [A2/Hz] is the noise power spectral density dominated by334

the shot noise Nshot [10] given by N0 ∼= Nshot = q Ia(Pr ) ∼335

10−22, where q denotes the electron charge and Ia(Pr ) is the336

photo-current at the receiver [7].337

Note that there are two popular techniques of construct-338

ing white LEDs, namely either by mixing the Red-Green-Blue339

(RGB) frequencies using three chips, or by using a single blue340

LED chip with a phosphor layer. We consider the latter one,341

which is the favoured commercial version. Although the ter-342

minology of ’white’ LED gives the impression of having all343

frequency components across the entire visible light spectrum,344

in fact only the blue frequency-range is detected. More explic-345

itly, not even the entire blue frequency-range is detected, since346

the less responsive phosphorescent portion of the frequency-347

band is ignored. Hence, the modulation bandwidth is typically348

around 20 MHz, albeit this measured bandwidth depends on349

the specific LED product used. Given this 20 MHz band-350

width, we are now ready to employ ACO/DC biased Optical351

(DCO)-OFDM and partition it into arbitrary frequency reuse352

patterns.353

III. METHODOLOGY 354

Let us now schedule multiple UEs in the VLC system in a 355

PF manner by taking into account our UC-VT cluster forma- 356

tion, which is ultimately a joint UC-VT cluster formation and 357

MUS problem. In this section, we commence with a general for- 358

mulation of this joint problem and then propose an exhaustive 359

search method, which finds the optimal solution maximizing 360

the aggregate utility of the VLC system considered. In order 361

to reduce the computational complexity imposed, the original 362

problem is reformulated as an MWM problem, whose optimal 363

solution is provided by the classic KM-algorithm-based [24] 364

approach. For further simplifying the MUS process, we pro- 365

pose a greedy scheduling algorithm for finding a suboptimal 366

solution for our original joint problem, whilst imposing a sig- 367

nificantly reduced complexity. Note that for simplicity, we only 368

consider LOS links in terms of constructing UC-VT clusters. 369

By contrast, in addition to the LOS component, the effect of the 370

first reflection will also be considered, when calculating both 371

the UEs’ SINR and the achievable data rate, as indicated in (8). 372

However, our algorithm is a generic one, which may be readily 373

applied, when considering the reflected light for UC-VT cluster 374

formation. 375

A. Problem Formulation 376

Our goal is to find the optimal UC-VT cluster formation for 377

maximizing the long-term network-wide utility, while schedul- 378

ing UEs in a PF manner, which is ultimately a joint cluster 379

formation and MUS problem. In order to implement a PF 380

scheduler, the weight of each link between APs and UEs may 381

be defined as 382

ω(eαi ,μ j ) = rαi ,μ j

r̂μ j

, eαi ,μ j ∈ E, (9)

where rαi ,μ j denotes the achievable data rate of the UE μ j from 383

the AP αi during the current slot. Since the SINR ξ experienced 384

by a particular UE is determined by the channel attenuation 385

matrix (5) between the APs and UEs within the cluster, rαi ,μ j 386

should be a function of the cluster formation, which may be 387

written as: 388

rαi ,μ j = f (E′), eαi ,μ j ∈ E′,E′ ⊆ E, (10)

where E′ is the set of established links, after the UEs have 389

been scheduled and the UC-VT clusters have been constructed. 390

Furthermore, r̂μ j denotes the long-term average throughput of 391

the UE μ j , which may be obtained over a time window TF as a 392

moving average according to [30]: 393

r̂ (t)μ j
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
1 − 1

TF

)
r̂ (t−1)
μ j + 1

TF
r (t)αi ,μ j , if scheduled,(

1 − 1

TF

)
r̂ (t−1)
μ j , if not scheduled.

(11)

For a given UC-VT cluster formation {Cn}, the aggregate util- 394

ity may be formulated by taking into account the weight of 395
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each edge, where again, the weight physically represents the396

PF scheduling priority of the link [30], which is formulated as:397

W =
∑

eαi ,μ j ∈E′
ω(eαi ,μ j )

=
∑
αi ∈V′

A

∑
μ j ∈V′

U

rαi ,μ j

r̂μ j

, E′ ⊆ E, (12)

where V′
A and V′

U denote the serving APs and the scheduled398

UEs set, respectively. It is plausible that various UC-VT clus-399

ter formations may lead to different total utility. The maximum400

value of the aggregate utility W may be achieved by find-401

ing the optimal cluster formation. Thus, our problem may be402

described as selecting an appropriate set of edges E∗ from E and403

then forming several UC-VT clusters, which maximizes (12).404

Hence, our Objective Function (OF) may be formulated as:405

E∗ = arg max
E′⊆E

(W ) = arg max
E′⊆E

⎛
⎝ ∑
αi ∈V′

A

∑
μ j ∈V′

U

rαi ,μ j

r̂μ j

⎞
⎠ . (13)

Note that in (13) we focus our attention on the aggregate utility406

of the entire system and do not distinguish, which particular407

APs and UEs belong to which UC-VT clusters. Let us now408

discuss the constraint of (13), from the perspective of a sin-409

gle UC-VT cluster. As mentioned in Section II-B, the number410

of scheduled UEs should not exceed the service capability of a411

cluster employing VT, where again, the maximum number of412

UEs supported is equal to the number of APs. Hence, within a413

single UC-VT cluster Cn we have414

NA,Cn ≥ NU,Cn . (14)

For solving (13) under the constraint of (14) and finding the415

optimal cluster formation, we have to know the weight of all416

edges in E. However, according to (9), the weight ω(eαi ,μ j )417

of a particular link is defined as a function of the data rate418

achieved by one of its endpoints μ j during its reception from419

the other endpoint αi , which can only be determined after all420

clusters have been formed, as briefly introduced in Section II-C.421

To the best of our knowledge, the optimal solution of this joint422

problem may only be found via exhaustive search.423

B. Optimization of the Joint Problem424

Given a VLC network topology having NA optical APs and425

NU UEs, it may be composed of some independent compo-426

nents, for example as shown in Fig. 2b. Note that these naturally427

disjoint components of the network may not constitute the final428

formations of the UC-VT cluster. More explicitly, there is no429

limitation concerning the number of APs and UEs within each430

single component of the network, apart from the fact that within431

a UC-VT cluster the cardinality of the actively served UE vertex432

set should be no larger than that of the AP set, as indicated by433

(14). Each UC-VT cluster should be an independent component434

of the network, where no ICI is imposed on the neighbour-435

ing clusters. Furthermore, each individual network component436

should be connected at the outset, but each may become dis-437

connected and partitioned into several sub-components/clusters438

throughout the process of scheduling the UEs, as shown in 439

Fig. 2d, where S2,1, S2,2 and S2,3 will be regarded as a large 440

merged cluster. 441

Still referring to Fig. 2b, in order to find the optimal cluster 442

formation for maximizing (12), the optimization is performed 443

separately in Q1, Q2 and Q3, which are independent network 444

components. Within Q1, only a single UE μ1 is capable of con- 445

necting with the AP α4, where α4 either supportsμ1 or it will be 446

turned off. Therefore, there are two AP-UE combination scenar- 447

ios for Q1. Within Q2, there are three UEs, i.e. μ2, μ3 and μ6, 448

which are within the coverage of the AP α10. Hence, α10 may 449

either select one of them to support or become inactive. Thus, 450

there are (3 + 1) choices for α10. Similarly, the other APs α11, 451

α7 and α6 have (2 + 1), (3 + 1) and (3 + 1) choices, respec- 452

tively. Therefore, the number of possible AP-UE combinations 453

within Q2 is (4 × 3 × 4 × 4 = 192). Q3 has an easier situation, 454

where the AP α16 may either select one UE from {μ9, μ10} 455

or opts for providing no services. For the entire network of 456

Fig. 2b, the number of possible AP-UE combinations becomes 457

((2 − 1)+ (192 − 1)+ (3 − 1) = 194). Finally, we take into 458

account the undesired scenario, where all APs are out of service 459

by subtracting 1. Generally speaking, our exhaustive search- 460

based approach of finding the optimal UC-VT cluster formation 461

is detailed below. 462462

i) For each separate network component Qm relying on 463

NA,Qm APs and NU,Qm UEs, let Nαi
U,Qm

denote the num- 464

ber of possible links between a certain AP αi with the UEs 465

within its coverage, where i = 1, 2, . . . , NA,Qm . 466

ii) Note that not the entire set of APs has to be active during 467

the scheduling process. In other words, we do not limit the 468

number of active APs or scheduled UEs, when aiming for 469

finding the optimal cluster formation. Thus the concept 470

of a virtual link is introduced for each AP, which theo- 471

retically exists, but it is turned off. Hence, the number of 472

possible AP-UE combinations in Qm may be expressed as 473

NA,Qm∏
i=1

(Nαi
U,Qm

+ 1)− 1, (15)

where we have 1 ≤ Nαi
U,Qm

≤ NU,Qm . Note that in (15), 474

subtracting 1 implies that we have removed the undesired 475

scenario, where all APs are turned off. 476

iii) For each possible UC-VT cluster formation in Qm , the 477

aggregate utility can be calculated and the optimal for- 478

mation associated with the maximum utility is found 479

correspondingly. Since each network component Qm is 480

independent, the optimal cluster formation is separately 481

found in each of them. Hence, for finding the optimal 482

solution of (13) for the entire system, we need to repeat 483

the process of ii) in each Qm . Thus the total number of 484

possible AP-UE combinations is the summation of (15) 485

for each Qm , which may be expressed as 486

∑
m

⎛
⎝NA,Qm∏

i=1

(Nαi
U,Qm

+ 1)− 1

⎞
⎠ . (16)

The number of all possible cluster formations within a single 487

scheduling time slot at a ms-based scale is given by (16), which 488
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is jointly determined by the number of APs (NA,Qm ) and num-489

ber of UEs (NU,Qm ) as well as by the specific distribution of490

the UEs (Nαi
U,Qm

). For a network associated with a low den-491

sity of UEs and a small number of APs, a desirable cluster492

formation solution may be achieved by exhaustively search-493

ing all the possibilities. For example, when 16 APs support494

10 UEs, the optimal association will be found after searching495

∼104 possible cluster formations. However, this search-space496

may become excessive within a time slot at a ms-based scale497

even for a modest-scale network, which makes the exhaustive498

search strategy unacceptable owing to its computational com-499

plexity. For example, as many as ∼107 cluster formations have500

to be searched within a single processing time slot, when there501

are 20 UEs supported by 16 APs. Hence, instead of solving the502

joint problem directly, we update the definition of the weight for503

each link and reformulate the original problem with the goal of504

significantly reducing the complexity, as it will be detailed in505

Section IV.506

C. Distance-based Weight and Problem Reformulation507

In (9), the weight of each link is related to the UE’s achiev-508

able data rate, which cannot be determined before the UC-VT509

clusters have finally been constructed. Our ultimate goal is510

that of finding the optimal cluster formation based on the sum511

weight attained by appropriately scheduling the UEs, as indi-512

cated by (13). In other words, the cluster formation and MUS513

problems were originally coupled. Hence, we opt for simplify-514

ing the original problem by adopting a deterministic weight for515

each AP-UE link. Thus, the maximization of the sum weight516

may be realized before the UC-VT clusters are constructed,517

and as a benefit, the joint cluster formation and MUS problem518

becomes decoupled.519

As mentioned in Section III-B, the weight of each link520

between the AP and the UE is non-deterministic, which is influ-521

enced by how the UC-VT clusters are constructed, while the522

optimal cluster formation solution is determined by maximiz-523

ing the sum weight of all the scheduled links. Hence, we opt for524

bypassing the non-deterministic weight assignment and instead,525

we opt for selecting active links according to their optical chan-526

nel quality, which is significantly affected by the UE’s position,527

according to (1). We directly adopt each UE’s position informa-528

tion for determining the weight of each link and introduce a new529

weighted bipartite graph Gd(V,E), which is constructed based530

on the original graph G(V,E) and they have the same vertex and531

edge sets. However, the weight of each edge is redefined as532

ωd
(
eαi ,μ j

) = 1/ l3
αi ,μ j

r̂μ j

, eαi ,μ j ∈ E, (17)

where lαi ,μ j represents the distance between the AP αi and the533

UE μ j . Given that the APs are fixed, the weight is determined534

by the specific position of each UE μ j . It can be readily seen535

from (1) that the VLC links having a shorter length have a better536

channel quality. Therefore, the weight is inversely proportional537

to the distance and thus the links associated with better channels538

have a higher weight. Note that if the UE μ j is too far away539

from the AP αi , namely μ j is not within the coverage of αi , it540

is reasonable to assume having ωd
(
eαi ,μ j

) = 0.541

Our problem becomes that of selecting a subset of links E∗
d 542

having a better channel quality, and along with their endpoints 543

they represent our UC-VT cluster formation. In general, within 544

a UC-VT cluster, multiple APs serve multiple UEs and there 545

may not be a one-to-one relationship. Nonetheless, in the first 546

MUS step, we could select the one-to-one AP-UE pairs accord- 547

ing to their distance-based weight, where the serving APs and 548

the scheduled UEs are determined. Then, in the cluster for- 549

mation step, the cluster may be constructed by adding other 550

possible links between the selected AP-UE set. Thus the MUS 551

and cluster formation problem is decoupled and solved sepa- 552

rately. Note that in the MUS step, a specific set of the links 553

between all the AP-UE pairs, which do not share the same AP 554

or UE, is said to represent independent edges and they con- 555

stitute a matching M defined over the graph. For example, in 556

Fig. 2b we have 6 AP vertices plus 10 UE vertices as well as 557

14 edges. In order to construct a matching, 6 UEs are selected 558

and each of them matches a specific AP associated with one 559

edge, e.g. {α4 → μ1, α10 → μ3, α11 → μ4, α7 → μ7, α6 → 560

μ6, α16 → μ9}. Furthermore, we have M ⊆ E∗
d ⊆ E. To elabo- 561

rate a litter further in general terms, let us first formally define 562

the matching over a graph. As mentioned in Section III-B, the 563

network graph model may be disconnected and divided into 564

multiple independent components. For an individual compo- 565

nent, denoted by Qm(VQm ,EQm ), which is a subgraph of Gd 566

associated with the vertex set VQm and the edge set EQm , a 567

matching MQm may be defined as a specific subset of the edge 568

set EQm , where no pair of edges shares a vertex within MQm . 569

It is plausible that the cardinality of the edge-subset MQm is 570

given by the number of the MQm -saturated AP/UE vertices, 571

which belongs to the edges of MQm . Otherwise, the vertices not 572

belonging to the edges of MQm are said to be MQm -unsaturated. 573

Hence, if we allow as many UEs as possible to be scheduled, M 574

should have the highest possible cardinality. Furthermore, con- 575

sidering the weight of each edge, our cluster formation problem 576

may be further reformulated as a MWM problem, where the OF 577

may be written as: 578

M∗
Qm

= arg max
MQm

(WQm )

= arg max
MQm

⎛
⎝ ∑
αi ∈VQm ,μ j ∈VQm

ωd(eαi ,μ j )

⎞
⎠ .

(18)

Upon solving (18) within each individual network compo- 579

nent, a set of APs as well as UEs is selected in order to form 580

a UC-VT cluster along with all links between them. Thus, the 581

solution of the MWM problem is expected to provide a sub- 582

optimal result for our original joint MUS and UC-VT cluster 583

formation problem, which is however found at a significantly 584

reduced complexity. 585

D. Optimal MWM 586

If we construct a (NA,Qm × NU,Qm )-element weight matrix 587

(ωd(eαi ,μ j )) for each of the individual component Qm , the prob- 588

lem of (18) may be viewed as being equivalent to finding a set 589

of independent elements from (ωd(eαi ,μ j )), in order to maxi- 590

mize the sum of these elements. The definition of independent 591
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Fig. 3. (a) A component of Gd , Q2, where the distance-based weight of each link is assumed to be as seen in (a), which is inversely proportional to the AP-UE
distances in Fig. 1a with the UEs’ being randomly distributed. (b) List of all possible AP-UE matchings in Q2 and the corresponding sum weight WQ. The best
matching associated with the circled weights of (a) is the one in the grey-shaded line 7.

elements indicates that none of them occupies the same row or592

column, where a row represents an AP and a column represents593

a UE. To be more explicit, the selected set of the independent594

elements in the weight matrix corresponds to a matching of the595

graph, since a single element represents an edge of the graph596

and no pair of these elements shares the same AP or UE. Thus597

our MWM problem has also been interpreted in a matrix form.598

Before finding the optimal solution of the afore-mentioned599

MWM problem, let us first introduce Theorem 1.600

Theorem 1: Given the (nr × nr )-element matrix (ai j ) and601

(bi j ), as well as the column vector (ci ) and the row vector (r j ),602

satisfying bi j = ci + r j − ai j , provided the permutation p(pi :603

i = 1, . . . , nr ) of the integers 1, . . . , nr minimizes
∑nr

i=1 aipi ,604

p then also maximizes
∑nr

i=1 bipi .605

Proof: Let p be a permutation of the integers 1, 2, . . ., n
minimizing

∑nr
i=1 aipi , then we have

nr∑
i=1

bipi =
nr∑

i=1

ci +
nr∑

i=1

rpi −
nr∑

i=1

aipi .

Since the first two terms are constant and independent of606

p,
∑nr

i=1 bipi is maximized, when
∑nr

i=1 aipi is minimized607

by p.608 �608

Hence, if we want to find the optimal assignment solution609

for maximizing
∑n

i=1 bi,pi , what we have to do is to transform610

(bi j ) into (ai j ) as mentioned above and then find the optimal611

solution minimizing
∑n

i=1 ai,pi , where (ai j ) and (bi j ) are said612

to be equivalent. For a rectangular (nr × nc)-element matrix613

(a′
i j ), we can obtain a square matrix (ai j ) by attaching |nr −614

nc| lines of zero elements to (a′
i j ). Thus, (a′

i j ) and (ai j ) have615

the same optimal assignment solution and Theorem 1 can be616

readily applied for non-square rectangular matrices, where we617

have nr = nc.618

In order to solve our MWM problem, which is derived from619

our joint cluster formation and MUS problem, we introduce the620

classic Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm [24], [25], which is an621

efficient method of solving the matching problems of bipar-622

tite graphs and may be readily applied in a symmetric graph.623

However, the number of VLC UEs is usually higher than that of624

the optical APs within a single network component Qm , which625

results in an asymmetric bipartite graph. Owing to the efforts of626

Bourgeois and Lassalle [26], an extension of the KM algorithm 627

was developed for non-square rectangular matrices. Relying on 628

this approach, we introduce a KM-algorithm-based technique 629

of solving our UC-VT cluster formation problem. The mathe- 630

matical formulation of the extended KM algorithm of [26] may 631

be described as that of finding a set of k independent elements 632

k = min{nr , nc} from a given (nr × nc)-element matrix (bi, j ), 633

in order to minimize the sum of these elements. However, our 634

problem is not a minimization, but a maximization problem 635

associated with the OF of (18). Therefore, we first transform our 636

MWM problem into an equivalent assignment problem based 637

upon Theorem 1 and then invoke the KM algorithm for finding 638

the optimal solution of the equivalent problem, which is also 639

optimal for our MWM problem. Furthermore, since the MWM 640

result of each naturally disjoint network component is mutually 641

independent, the matching algorithm is executed within each 642

individual component in a parallel manner. 643

As shown in Fig. 3a, Q2 is an independent network compo- 644

nent and also a subgraph of our weighted graph Gd , which also 645

shows the individual weights of the {αi − μ j } links. In order 646

to schedule the maximum number of UEs, given the four APs 647

in Q2, four of them will be selected and each one is paired 648

with a specific AP, where the possible matchings and the corre- 649

sponding sum weight values are shown in Fig. 3b. For example, 650

bearing in mind Fig. 3a, the first matching of the first row in 651

Fig. 3b may represent {α10 → μ2, α11 → μ4, α7 → μ7, α6 → 652

μ5}, which leads to a sum weight of WQ = ∑4
l=1 ωl = 4 + 653

3 + 4 + 2 = 13. The specific matching of the seventh row in 654

Fig. 3b is {α10 → μ3, α11 → μ2, α7 → μ4, α6 → μ6}, which 655

is represented by the shaded row of Fig. 3b. This achieves the 656

largest sum weight of WQ = ∑4
l=1 ωl = 2 + 4 + 6 + 4 = 16. 657

The corresponding weights in Fig. 3a are circled. Hence they 658

represent the optimal matching in the scenario considered. 659

Instead of listing all matchings, we now proceed by con- 660

structing an equivalent minimization problem for our MWM 661

and invoke the KM algorithm [24], [26] for finding the opti- 662

mal solution, which is described in detail in Appendix A. 663

As shown in Fig. 4a, the KM-algorithm-based approach pro- 664

vides the optimal solution for the MWM problem (18), with 665

its UE-AP distance-based weight defined by (17). The matched 666

AP-UE pairs form a UC-VT cluster and the aggregate util- 667

ity in (12) can be calculated according to the matching result. 668
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Fig. 4. (a) The optimal solution for the MWM problem (18) relying on the
distance-based weight defined by (17), which is provided by the KM-algorithm-
based assignment. (b) The UC-VT cluster formation based on the matching
result of Fig. 3a, where more links are added for employing VT and thus the
multiple APs {α10, α11, α7, α6} are capable of supporting all the scheduled
UEs {μ2, μ3, μ4, μ6} simultaneously. The triangle with a dashed boundary
denotes the specific UE, which is not scheduled during the current slot.

However, by employing VT among the set of APs and UEs,669

the actual cluster may be formed with the aid of more links,670

as seen in Fig. 4b. Thus, the UC-VT cluster formation pro-671

vided by the single-to-single matching solution may not be672

optimal for (13), but it is capable of offering an acceptable673

suboptimal solution attained at a lower complexity than that of674

the exhaustive search. Explicitly, it has a complexity order of675

O(k2 × l) [26], where we have k = min{NA,Qm , NU,Qm } and676

l = max{NA,Qm , NU,Qm }. The complexity of both the exhaus-677

tive search and KM algorithm will be investigated in Section IV678

in the context of our VLC-based network.679

E. Proposed Greedy Cluster Formation/MUS Algorithm680

In order to further simplify the procedures of scheduling the681

UEs in our UC-VT cluster formation, in this section we propose682

a greedy cluster formation/MUS algorithm operating at a low683

complexity, which is also capable of achieving a near-optimal684

solution for our original cluster formation problem of (13).685

Before discussing our proposed MUS problem, let us first intro-686

duce some notations. Explicitly, VU,αi denotes the set of UEs687

within the coverage of a specific AP αi with a UE-cardinality688

of NU,αi . Each UE μ j is assumed to have a scheduling prior-689

ity corresponding to each AP αi , which is given by the weight690

in (17). Let Pαi = (ωd(eαi ,μ j : μ j ∈ VU,αi ) denote the priority691

of each element of VU,αi representing the AP αi . Furthermore,692

if a UE does not receive any connection request from any AP693

during the slot considered, it is said to be an idle UE; other-694

wise, it is an active UE. Let us now introduce our algorithm by695

considering Fig. 5a, for example.696696

i) Initial selection. Each VLC AP αi selects the specific UE697

μ
αi
j from VU,αi associated with the highest distance-based698

priority, which satisfies699

μ
αi
j = arg max

μ j ∈VU,αi

(Pαi ). (19)

If the UE μ
αi
j receives an assignment request exclu-700

sively from the AP αi , this AP-UE pair is referred to701

Fig. 5. (a) The network component considered. (b) Initial selection and
tentative-cluster construction. The shaded triangles indicate the hitherto unsup-
ported UEs. (c) Expansion of the tentative-cluster. (d) UC-VT cluster formation,
where the incomplete ellipsoids indicate the specific UC-VT cooperation
requests of the UEs and the finally unscheduled UEs are denoted by the
triangles with dashed boundary.

as a Single-to-Single Matching (SSM), which may be 702

formally defined as 703

MSSM = {αi → μ
αi
j : ∀αi ′ = αi ⇒ μ

αi ′
j = μ

αi
j }. (20)

For example, as shown in Fig. 5b, μ4 only receives an 704

assignment request from α7, although it also falls within 705

the coverage of α11, since μ2 has the largest schedul- 706

ing weight of 4 for α11 and therefore the {α11 → μ4} 707

link of weight 3 is ignored. Similarly the {α6 → μ6} link 708

of weight 4 is also a SSM, because the {α6 → μ5} and 709

{α6 → μ7} links have a lower weight of 2. Hence, the 710

AP-UE association after this initial selection is shown in 711

Fig. 5b, where the low-weight links are only shown with 712

dotted lines. 713

ii) Tentative-cluster construction. If a UE is offered multiple 714

connection opportunities by different APs, this is said to 715

be a Multiple-to-Single Matching (MSM), which may be 716

defined as 717

MMSM = {(αi , αi ′ , αi ′′ , . . .) → μ
αi
j :

μ
αi
j = μ

αi ′
j = μ

αi ′′
j = . . .}, (21)

where we have MMSM = {(α10, α11) → μ2} in the exam- 718

ple of Fig. 5b, since μ2 has the highest priority for both 719

α10 and α11. Furthermore, each MSM is assumed to con- 720

struct a tentative-cluster, as also shown in Fig. 5b, where 721

the shaded triangles indicate the hitherto unsupported 722

UEs. 723

iii) Expansion of the tentative-cluster. Within a tentative- 724

cluster (αi , αi ′ , αi ′′ , . . .) → μ
αi
j , each AP αi reselects a 725
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hitherto unsupported UE to be supported with the highest726

priority, provided that there are still unsupported UEs in727

VU,αi . Accordingly, as indicated by Fig. 5c, α10 reselects728

the unsupported UE μ3, since the set Vα10
U \ (μ2, μ6) =729

μ3 is non-empty and μ3 is the only unsupported UE730

within the coverage of α10. However, since the set Vα11
U \731

(μ2, μ4) = ∅ is empty, α11 does not have any additional732

UE to support.733

iv) Cluster formation. In order to mitigate the inter-cluster734

interference, the scheduled UEs found in the overlapping735

areas of some neighbouring APs determine the coop-736

eration of these APs. More explicitly, if a particular737

scheduled UE has the benefit of a LOS ray from several738

different APs, then the UE sends a cooperation request739

to these APs. For example, in Fig. 5d μ2 sends its coop-740

eration request to {α10, α11}, while μ4 and μ6 request741

cooperation with {α11, α7} and {α10, α6}, respectively, as742

indicated by the incomplete ellipsoids. Thus all the coop-743

erating APs and their matching UEs construct a single744

UC-VT cluster in the examples of Fig. 1b.745

Recall that NA APs are only capable of simultaneously sup-746

porting at most the same number of UEs according to (14).747

Therefore, during the expansion of the tentative-cluster, the748

number of active UEs becomes (NA + 1), provided that all749

APs can connect with an idle UE. Hence, the UE having the750

smallest priority is removed. Let us now provide an overview751

of the greedy cluster formation/MUS technique in form of752

Algorithm 1.753

Algorithm 1. Proposed cluster formation/MUS Algorithm754

1 Input: VA, VU ;755

2 for each time slot do756

3 Update: {Pαi : αi ∈ VA};757

4 Initial selection:758

5 for each VLC AP αi ∈ VA do759

6 select μαi
j = arg maxμ j ∈VU,αi

(Pαi );760

7 end761

8 Tentative-cluster construction:762

9 if MMSM = ∅ then763

10 construct tentative-clusters;764

11 end765

12 Tentative-cluster expansion:766

13 for each tentative-cluster do767

14 for each AP αi ∈ tentative-cluster do768

15 select the idle UE with the largest priority from769

VU,αi ;770

16 end771

17 end772

18 Cluster formation:773

19 Establish cooperation and construct UC-VT cluster774

formation;775

20 Vectored transmission and resource allocation;776

21 end777

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION778

In this section, we will present our simulation results779

characterising the MUS and cluster formation algorithms,780

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

with a special emphasis on our UC-VT cluster formation. A 781

15 m×15 m×3 m room model is considered, which is covered 782

by a VLC down-link including (4 × 4) uniformly distributed 783

optical APs at a height of 2.5 m. The parameters of the 784

LED arrays are summarized in TABLE II. Our investigations 785

include both the LOS and the first reflected light-path, where 786

the channel’s DC attenuation is given by (1) and (2), respec- 787

tively. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section II, ACO-OFDM 788

is considered and the associated capacity is given as R = 789
B

4
log2(1 + ξ) according to [9], where ξ is the SINR of (8). Our 790

simulation results were averaged over 50 independent snap- 791

shots and each snapshot is constituted by 50 consecutive time 792

slots having a length of 1 ms. The UEs at a height of 2.5 m are 793

random uniformly distributed at the beginning of each snapshot 794

and they move randomly during the consecutive 50 time slots 795

at a speed of 1 m/s. The locations of the UEs are reported every 796

time slot, i.e. every 1 ms. 797

A. Complexity Analysis 798

As shown in Fig. 6a, when the number of UEs is less than 799

5, the exhaustive search may be an appealing low-complexity 800

approach of finding the optimal solution for our joint opti- 801

mization problem. However, the number of possible cluster 802

formations found by employing the exhaustive search may 803

become excessive with the number of UEs increased. Even 804

if there are only 16 UEs supported by 16 APs, the average 805

number of possible formations becomes as high as 5 × 106 806

in a single simulation run. By contrast, the complexity of the 807

KM-algorithm based approach may become inadequate in low- 808

UE-density scenarios. However, when the number of UEs is 809

higher than that of the APs, the complexity is only linearly 810

increased with the number of UEs, according to [26]. Fig. 6b 811

shows both the normalized throughput and the sum utility of 812

various cluster/cell formations, where the traditional NC cell 813

formation designs relying on UFR and on the FR factor of 814

two (FR-2) are considered as our benchmarkers. We adopt the 815

MUS algorithm for the UFR and FR-2 discussed in our previous 816

work [15]. Both the highest throughput attained and the sum 817

utility are quantified for the proposed UC-VT cluster forma- 818

tion, whose optimal solution is found by the exhaustive search. 819

The optimal MWM provides a similar solution as our proposed 820

greedy algorithm, both of which are about 90% of the opti- 821

mal exhaustive search-based value in the scenario considered. 822

Therefore, we will omit the optimal exhaustive search in the 823
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Fig. 6. (a) The complexity of the exhaustive search for finding the optimal UC-
VT cluster formations and the complexity of KM-algorithm based MWM for
finding a suboptimal cluster formation solution; (b) The normalized throughput
and the normalized sum utility/OF value, where FOV = 110◦ and 10 UEs are
assumed moving randomly at a speed of 1 m/s.

rest of this treatise and we opt for the MWM solution as well as824

for the more practical greedy algorithm for finding the UC-VT825

cluster formation solution.826

B. Throughput Investigations827

1) Throughput Investigations for Various FOV and UE828

Density: Since the FOV is an influential parameter in VLC829

networks in Fig. 7a, we consider its effect on the system’s per-830

formance. The average throughput per UE is reduced, when the831

FOV3 is increased, due to the increased interference, while our832

proposed UC-VT cluster formation remains superior in all sce-833

narios considered. In particular, observe in Fig. 7a that the UFR834

3In order to evaluate the system’s performance for various FOVs, we selected
110◦/115◦ and 120◦/125◦. In the former scenario, the UE is capable of receiv-
ing data from two neighboring APs and the area contaminated by potential
interference is modest. When the FOV is increased to 120◦/125◦, the UE
is capable of receiving data from four APs and the potential interference-
contaminated area is also increased. These four FOVs correspond to different
interference levels, although their absolute values are quite similar.

Fig. 7. (a) Average throughput per UE provided by different cluster forma-
tion/cell formation schemes for various FOVs and for 25 UEs. (b) Average
throughput per UE provided by different cluster formation/cell formation
schemes for various UE densities, where the FOV is 120◦ and the number of
UEs is 25.

design exhibits the worst interference immunity and offers the 835

lowest throughput, when the FOV is higher than 115◦. Fig. 7b 836

shows the average throughput per UE provided by different 837

cluster formation/cell formation schemes associated with var- 838

ious UE densities, where the FOV is 120◦. As expected, our 839

proposed UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing the 840

highest average throughput for all the UE densities considered. 841

2) Throughput Investigations for Various LOS Blocking 842

Probabilities: As mentioned in Section I, the performance of 843

VLC systems is expected to be seriously degraded in non-LOS 844

scenarios. In order to investigate the non-LOS behaviour of this 845

VLC system, we introduce the LOS blocking probability Pb 846

and assume that the achievable data rate R̃ obeys a Bernoulli 847

distribution [13], with the probability mass function of: 848

f (R̃) =
{

1 − Pb, if R̃ = Rs,

Pb, if R̃ = Rr ,
(22)

where Rs and Rr denote the achievable data rate of the UE 849

either in the presence or absence of LOS reception. Then the 850
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Fig. 8. Average UE throughput of our VLC system for various blocking
probabilities and FOVs supporting 25 UEs in each scenario.

Fig. 9. (a) The normalized average throughput and the Service Fairness Index
(SFI) of various cluster formation/cell formation schemes; (b) CDF of the UE
throughput, where the number of UEs is 25 and we have FOV = 120◦.

VLC down-link data rate may be written as R̃ = Pb · Rr +851

(1 − Pb) · Rs . At this stage, we assume that all LOS paths are852

blocked with an equal probability. As shown in Fig. 8, the853

Fig. 10. (a) shows the LED-arrangement, where the LED circle has a radius
of 4.5 m and the corner LEDs are at 1.875 m from the walls. (b) System
performance of the LED arrangement seen in (a) for 25 UEs.

average UE throughput attained is reduced upon increasing the 854

LOS blocking probability in all the scenarios considered, but 855

our UC-VT cluster formation still achieves a higher throughput. 856

Furthermore, the system performance of the MWM approach 857

and of our proposed greedy cluster formation/MUS algorithm 858

remains quite similar, regardless of the specific blocking prob- 859

ability and FOV. 860

C. Fairness Investigations 861

In order to investigate the grade of fairness experienced by 862

the UEs, the Service Fairness Index (SFI) of [31] is introduced. 863

The objective of ensuring fairness amongst the UEs is to guar- 864

antee that all UEs benefit from the same throughput within a 865

given period, provided that the UEs’ data rate requirements are 866

identical [12], which is often unrealistic. The SFI was defined 867

as [31]: 868

SFI = max |R̃μ j − R̃μ j ′ |∑
j R̃μ j /NU

, (23)
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Fig. 11. (a) The weight matrix (ωd (eαi ,μ j )) of Q2, where the maximum ele-
ment of each row is underlined. (b) Initialization step. The equivalent matrix
(aαi ,μ j ) of (ωd (eαi ,μ j )) is obtained as (aαi ,μ j ) = (cαi − ωd (eαi ,μ j )), where

we have (cαi ) = [4, 4, 6, 4]T. Find and mark the zero by a star, if there are no
starred zeros in its row or in its column. Cover every column containing a 0∗
by a vertical line. (c) Adjustment step. (aαi ,μ j ) is modified as (aαi ,μ j − cαi +
rμ j ), where (cαi ) = [0, 0, 0, 0]T and (rμ j ) = [0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2,−2]. Mark
the uncovered zeros by the upper prime. (d) Explicitly, if there is a starred zero
in the primed zero’s row, mark this row by a line and remove the vertical line
for the column of the starred zero. (e) Starred zero and primed zero alternating.
Remove all lines. Recover the columns containing 0∗. Optimal solution found.

which reflects the maximum throughput-difference of different869

UEs. If the SFI is low, the throughput-difference is low and870

the UEs are served fairly, while if the SFI is high, the UEs871

experiencing a lower data rate may complain about their unfair872

treatment. Furthermore, by jointly considering the throughput,873

we may define874

� = Average throughput per UE

SFI
. (24)

Hence, � constitutes a comprehensive system performance875

metric, joint characterising both the throughput as well as the876

service fairness. If � is low, the system either provides a low877

throughput or a poor fairness; and vice versa. Fig. 9a shows the878

normalized throughput and SFI of various cell formations and879

cluster formations, where the UFR design has the worst perfor-880

mance associated with the lowest�. Moreover, the Cumulative881

Distribution Function (CDF) of the UE throughput is shown in882

Fig. 9b. It can be seen that the UE may have as high as 40%883

probability of remaining unserved during each time slot in all884

the scenarios considered.885

D. Irregular VLC AP Arrangements886

Our proposed UC-VT cluster formation and MUS scheme887

may be readily applied to arbitrary topologies. Let us consider888

Fig. 10a, for example. This specific VLC AP arrangement was889

advocated in [32] for reducing the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)890

fluctuation and was also employed in [16] for implementing a891

scheduling algorithm. As shown in Fig. 10a, 12 LED lamps892

constitute a circle and 4 LED lamps are placed in the corners893

at a height of 2.5 m, which are referred to here as the circular- 894

LED arrangement and corner-LED arrangement, respectively. 895

The power of each LED array is 14.4 W and 36.8 W in the 896

circular- and corner-arrangements of our simulations. Thus the 897

total number of optical APs remains 16 and the sum of their 898

transmission power is at most 320 W, which is the same as 899

that of the regular (4 × 4) LED array arrangement. Fig. 10b 900

shows the average throughput per UE for the LED arrangement 901

of Fig. 10b. The average throughput is slightly reduced, when 902

the radius of the LED circle is increased from 4 m to 4.5 m, 903

but our proposed UC-VT cluster formation still outperforms the 904

traditional cell formation design in all scenarios of this circular 905

LED arrangement. 906

V. CONCLUSIONS 907

In this paper, an amorphous UC-VT cluster formation was 908

proposed for mitigating the ICI and to allow a single cluster 909

to support multiple UEs. The MUS problem combined with 910

our UC-VT cluster formation was investigated and the opti- 911

mal solution was found by an exhaustive search approach. 912

Since the exhaustive search may become complex, the origi- 913

nal joint problem was reformulated as a MWM problem, which 914

was solved by the classic KM-algorithm-based method. In 915

order to further reduce the computational complexity, an effi- 916

cient greedy MUS algorithm was proposed for constructing our 917

UC-VT clusters. Our simulation results demonstrated that the 918

UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing a higher aver- 919

age UE throughput than the traditional NC cell designs in all 920

the scenarios considered. Despite the promise of the UC-VT 921

cluster formation, naturally, some challenges arise when incor- 922

porating our system-level UC design into VLC environments. 923

The open challenges may be highlighted from various perspec- 924

tives, including the acquisition of accurate location information, 925

the research of robustness to LOS blocking, the technology 926

counterpart to be used for up-link support, etc. 927

APPENDIX A 928

KM-ALGORITHM-BASED APPROACH FOR FINDING 929

THE OPTIMAL MWM 930

Let us first rely on Lemma 1, where having independent ele- 931

ments indicates that none of them occupies the same row or 932

column. 933

Lemma 1: (König Theorem)[26]. If z is the maximum num- 934

ber of independent zero elements in the matrix (aαi ,μ j ), then 935

there are z lines (rows, columns or both) containing all the zeros 936

elements of (aαi ,μ j ). 937

First, the weight matrix (ωd(eαi ,μ j )) of Fig. 3a is formu- 938

lated, as shown in Fig. 11a, where the weight is set to zero 939

when there is no link between two vertices. Our problem is 940

that of maximizing the sum weight, while the KM algorithm 941

is suitable for a minimization problem. We have to construct 942

an equivalent matrix (aαi ,μ j ) for (ωd(eαi ,μ j )), according to 943

Theorem 1. The maximum element (ωd(eαi ,μ j )) is selected and 944

forms (cαi ), where we have (cαi ) = [4, 4, 6, 4]T in our exam- 945

ple. Let (cαi − ωd(eαi ,μ j )) be the matrix (aαi ,μ j ), as shown in 946

Fig. 11b, and its optimal matching solution minimizing the sum 947
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weight is also optimal for our MWM problem. Next, find a zero948

in each column of (cαi − ωd(eαi ,μ j )). If however there is no949

starred zero either in its row or in its column, we mark it by a950

star, again as shown in Fig. 11b. Then we mark every column951

containing a 0∗ by a vertical line and all the 0∗ form a set of952

independent zeros, since none of them occupies the same row953

or column. The above-mentioned procedure is our initialization954

step, which may be described as:955955

i) Initialization. Generate an initial label set (cαi ), where for956

each row αi we have:957

cαi = max
μ j
(ωd(eαi ,μ j )), μ j = 1, . . . , NU,Qm . (25)

Thus, the equivalent matrix is constructed as (cαi −958

ωd(eαi ,μ j )). Generate an initial matching MQm by find-959

ing and marking independent zeros denoted by z
(αi ,μ j )

j960

using a star, whose superscript corresponds to its index in961

(cαi − ωd(eαi ,μ j )), where we have:962

∀z
(αi ,μ j )

j ∈ (z j ), z
(α′

i =αi ,μ j )

j ′ = j /∈ (z j ),

∀z
(αi ,μ j )

j ∈ (z j ), z
(αi ,pα′

i
=μ j )

j ′ = j /∈ (z j ). (26)

If |(z j )| = min{NA,Qm , NU,Qm } columns are marked, we963

find the desired matching, where each AP matches a spe-964

cific UE and the sum weight of their links is maximized,965

which furthermore form a UC-VT cluster. Otherwise, the966

cardinality of the matching will be iteratively increased967

during the following steps.968

If there are no unmarked zeros as shown in Fig. 11b,969

the current matrix should be modified according to970

Theorem 1, which leads to the following adjustment step.971

ii) Adjustment. Let h be the smallest unmarked element of972

the matrix and construct a column vector (cαi ) and a row973

vector (rμ j ) by the following rules: if the αi th row is cov-974

ered, cαi = h; otherwise, cαi = 0. If the μ j th column is975

covered, rμ j = 0; otherwise, rμ j = −h. In our example,976

(aαi ,μ j ) is updated as (aαi ,μ j − cαi + rμ j ) and (cαi ) =977

[0, 0, 0, 0]T and (rpi ) = [0,−2, 0,−2, 0,−2,−2], as978

shown in Fig. 11c.979

Then let us choose and mark an unmarked zero by priming it.980

If there is a starred zero in its row, mark this row by a line and981

remove the line from the column of the starred zero, as shown in982

Fig. 11d. Then we prime another unmarked zero in the second983

row indicated by the bold font, but there is no starred zero in its984

row. According to the starred and primed zero alternating rules985

of [26], we obtain the matrix seen in Fig. 11e, where the number986

of independent zeros reached its maximum given by the num-987

ber of rows. Correspondingly, the number of lines containing988

all these zeros becomes maximal, as stated by Lemma 1, where989

the maximum number of independent zeros is equal to the num-990

ber of lines containing them. The algorithm terminates here in991

our scenario. However, if the number of marked columns is still992

insufficient, the set of independent zeros has to be increased993

by iteratively repeating the above-mentioned steps, commenc-994

ing from the Adjustment stage. Thus, we find the optimal995

solution for our MWM, which is {α10 → μ3, α11 → μ2, α7 →996

μ4, α6 → μ6}, namely the same as indicated in Fig. 3b.997
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